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A b s t r a c t 
In t h i s t h e s i s we c l a s s i f y f i n i t e primit ive permutation groups of 
rank 4 . According to the 0' Nan-Scott theorem , a f i n i t e primitive 
permutation group i s an a f f i n e group, an almost simple group, or has 
e i t h e r simple d iagonal ac t ion , product a c t i o n or twis ted wreath act ion . 
In Chapter 1 we completely determine the primit ive rank 4 permutation 
groups with one of the l a s t three types of a c t i o n s up to permutation 
equiva lence . In Chapter 2 we use Aschbacher ' s subgroup s t r u c t u r e theorem 
f o r the f i n i t e c l a s s i c a l groups to reduce the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of a f f i n e 
pr imit ive rank 4 permutation groups G of degree p*^  (p prime) to the c a s e 
where a point s t a b i l i z e r G in G s a t i s f i e s s o c ( G / Z ( G ))=L f o r some 
^ 0 0 0 
n o n - a b e l i a n simple group L. In Chapter 3 we c l a s s i f y a l l such groups G 
with L a simple group of Lie type over a f i n i t e f i e l d o f c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
p. F ina l ly , in Chapter 4 we determine a l l the f a i t h f u l primit ive rank 4 
permutation r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s o f the f i n i t e l inear groups up to permutation 
equiva lence . 
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Introduction 
Every finite permutation group is "composed" of transitive constituents. 
Thus, for most purposes the study of arbitrary permutation groups reduces 
to that of transitive permutation groups. Furthermore, every transitive 
permutation group is "built" out of primitive permutation groups. 
Consequently, many problems in the theory of permutation groups can be 
reduced to the consideration of the properties of primitive permutation 
groups. 
Historically speaking, most attention has been directed to the 
investigation of multiply transitive permutation groups. Since each 
multiply transitive permutation group is primitive of rank 2, the 
determination of these groups is part of the more general problem of 
classifying all finite primitive permutation groups of low rank. 
Primitive permutation groups of low rank also have important applications 
outside pure group theory in areas such as graph theory and combinatorics 
(e.g. the classification of distance-transitive graphs [B-C]) and in the 
study of finite geometries. 
Let G be a primitive permutation group acting on a finite set 0 of 
size n. It has been known for quite some time that the socle of a finite 
primitive permutation group is a direct product of isomorphic simple 
groups. Based on this fact the fundamental O'Nan-Scott theorem (see 
[L-P-SJ) states that G is of one of the following types: 
(I) The socle of G is t'^, where T is a non-abelian simple group and 
ki2, and G has either simple diagonal action, product action or 
twisted wreath action on n (for the details of these actions see 
[L-P-S^, §1]); 
( I I ) G i s an a f f i n e group; that i s , the s o c l e of G i s an elementary 
abe l ian p-group f o r some prime p, Q may be i d e n t i f i e d with a 
v e c t o r space V=(Z and G^AGLfV); 
p 
( I I I ) G i s an almost simple group; that i s , the s o c l e of G i s a 
non-abe l ian simple group T and T^G^AutfT). 
The advent of the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n theorem f o r f i n i t e simple groups has 
led to the complete c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of f i n i t e primit ive permutation groups 
of rank 2 [Cam, §5; He] and of rank 3 [Ba; Ka-Li; Li^; L-S^]. 
In t h i s t h e s i s we c l a s s i f y f i n i t e primit ive permutation groups of 
rank 4. In Chapter 1 we completely determine the groups G of rank 4 with 
one o f the s p e c i a l a c t i o n s on Q up to permutation equivalence . In Chapter 
2 we u s e Aschbacher ' s subgroup s t r u c t u r e theorem f o r the f i n i t e c l a s s i c a l 
groups to reduce the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of a f f i n e rank 4 groups G of degree p*^  
to the c a s e where the s t a b i l i z e r G of the zero v e c t o r o f V in G s a t i s f i e s 
0 
soc(G^/Z(G^) )sL f o r some non-abe l ian simple group L. In Chapter 3 we 
c l a s s i f y a l l such groups G with L a simple group of Lie type over a f i n i t e 
f i e l d o f c h a r a c t e r i s t i c p. F ina l ly , in Chapter 4 we determine a l l the 
f a i t h f u l pr imit ive rank 4 permutation represen ta t ions o f the f i n i t e l inear 
groups up to permutation equivalence . The main r e s u l t s are summarized in 
Theorems 1(D) (p. 9 ) , 1(P) (p. 13) , 2 (p. 4 1 ) , 3 (p. 92) and 4 (p. 9 4 ) . 
Our n o t a t i o n and terminology i s l arge ly s tandard and s imi lar to that 
of [K-L]. 
Chapter 1 
PRIMITIVE PERMUTATION GROUPS WITH SPECIAL ACTIONS 
Let G be a primitive permutation group of rank 4 acting on a finite 
set n of size n. Assuming that G has either simple diagonal action, 
product action, or twisted wreath action on n, we determine G up to 
permutation equivalence. Our results are summarized in Theorems 1(D) 
and 1(P). 
1.1 The groups with simple diagonal action 
Let W={(a ,^...,a|^ ).7Tl a.eAut(T), and a.aj^elnn(T) for all i,j}, 
where T is a non-abelian simple group and k^2. With the natural 
multiplication, W is a subgroup of Aut(T)wrS|^ with socle B=t' ' and 
W=B.(Out(T)xS|^). Let aeO and define an action of W on 0 by setting 
W^={(a,...,a).TR| aeAut(T), TieSJ. 
Thus, the action of W on n is permutation equivalent to the action of W 
on the cosets of W^ in W. Now, W acts by conjugation on the k factors in 
We say that (G,n) is of simple diagonal type if G is permutation 
equivalent to a subgroup X of W on 0 satisfying the following conditions; 
(i) B^X; 
(ii) either X is primitive on the k factors in , or k=2 and X 
normalizes both factors. 
It is easily seen that every coset of W^ in W has a unique 
representative of the form (l,b^,...,b|^^) , where b.elnn(T) for 
i=l,...,k-l. Since S^^ is generated by the transpositions (12) and (ij) 
with l<i<j, the following equations give a complete description of the 
action of W on the coset space W/W^: 
V=W^(a,,b,a,,....b,.,a,) 
W^(l,b,,b^,...,b^.,)<"'=W^(b,,l,b,,...,b^.,) 
=wji,b; ' ,b; 'b^, . . . ,b; 'b^. ,) , 
Wg(l,b, b, ,,...,b. ,,...,b^ ,)""=W^(l,b^,..,b. ,,..,b. ,,....b^ ,) . 
Moreover, since Inn(T)=T, we obtain from the above equations a permutation 
equivalent action of W on given by 
(ti 1)^ *1 , (1) 
(t^  V>tj 1 "(^1 V">tj_^  V>t. ,|,.">t|^  ,|) , (3) 
where t.eT for i=l,...,k-l. 
Here we identify G with a subgroup X of W satisfying (i) and (ii). 
Hence, SOC(G)=T'^; and, since G has rank 4 on N , we have that K ^ 3 , by 
Proposition 5.1 of [Cam]. 
Let a be the (k-l)-tuple (1,...,1) and consider the effect of an 
arbitrary element w=(a,...,a).7T of acting on an element /3=(t,l,...,l) 
of \ where l^teT. Since the order of a group element is invariant 
under any automorphism and inversion, we see from (1), (2) and (3) that 
the orders of g and jS" are equal. Thus, all the elements which belong to 
the W^-orbit containing p have the same order as t. By Lemma 1.1 below, 
there are elements of at least five different orders in T, unless T=Ag. 
Hence, if Ts^A ,^ then there are at least five distinct W^-orbits on fJ; 
that is, the rank of W on n is at least five, a contradiction. 
Thus, we may assume that T=Ag. In this case there are elements of 
orders 1, 2, 3 and 5 in T. Let t=l, t2=(12)(34), t,=(123), t^=(12345) 
and tg=(12354). If k=3, then it is readily seen that (t^ t^g) and (t.,1) 
lie in distinct W^-orbits for i=l,...,4; and so the rank of W exceeds 4, 
a contradiction. Hence, we may take k=2. Now, there are exactly five 
conjugacy classes in with representatives t. (i=l,...,5). Moreover, 
t^  is conjugate to t^  in S .^ Consequently, since each automorphism of 
is induced through conjugation by an element of S ,^ we conclude that there 
are exactly four W^-orbits on A^ of sizes 1, 15, 20 and 24. Therefore, 
W is of rank 4 on n when T=Ag and k=2. 
Let us also determine which subgroups of W containing B=AgXAg are 
of rank 4 on A^. Since W=B.(Out(Ag)xSg)=B.(ZgXZ^) , there are exactly 
five subgroups of W containing B, viz. B , X^={(a^,ag)l a.eS^, a^a^^eA^} , 
X2={(a ,^a2).TT| a.eAg, TzeSJ , X^={(a^,a2),(b^,bg).(12)l a.eA^, h.eS^\A^} 
and W. Clearly, B is of rank 5. Also, has rank 5, since the conjugacy 
classes of A^ are self-inverse, whereas , X^ and W are of rank 4. 
Moreover, the actions of X^ and X^ on A^ are not permutation equivalent. 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1(D). Let (G,Q) be a finite primitive permutation group of 
rank 4. If G has simple diagonal action on n, then soc(G)=AgXAg and (G,n) 
is permutation equivalent to either (X^,A^), (X^.A^) or (W,Ag), as defined 
above. Conversely, X^, X^ and W are inequivalent primitive permutation 
groups of rank 4 on A^. 
It remains to establish the following auxiliary result. 
Lemma 1.1. If T is a non-abelian simple group, then there are elements 
of at least five different orders in T, unless T=Ag. 
Proof. For a finite group G and geG, denote the order of g by o(g). Let 
n(G)=l{o(g)l geG} I and TR(G)=l{pl p is a prime divisor of IG1}I. By 
Cauchy's theorem, n(G)2:Tr(G)+l. We consider each family of non-abelian 
simple groups in turn, starting with the alternating groups. 
Let T=A^ with m^6. The cycle shapes of the elements of are 1 ,^ 
2^1^, 31^, 51, 24 and 3^, and so n(A^)=5. When m>6, A^ embeds in A^; 
whence n(AJ^5 for m>6. 
Let T=PSLJq) with m^2 and q=p^. Let Z be the centre of SLJq) and A 
a generator of GF(q)*. Assume first that m=2 and q^5. It is easily seen 
that there is an element g of SLg(q) such that o(g)=q+l and o(gZ)= 
(q+l)/(2,q-l). Define 
S r 
' 0 1 ' ' 1 1 ' 
0 . 
§2" 
. - 1 . 0 1 . 
and g = A 0 
0 
Then o(g^)=2(2,q-l), o(g^Z)=2, o(gg)=o(ggZ)=p and o(g3)=(2,q-l)o(g3Z)=q-l. 
Moreover, if q is even, then C i o ) is an element of order 3 in SLg(q). 
It follows that n(SLg(q))2:5 when q^5, and n(PSLg(q))^5 when q^7. Now, 
assume that m=3 or m=4. Since SLg(q)^PSLJq) when m^3, we have that 
n(PSLJq))^5 for q^5, by the above. Also, SL3(2)=PSLg(7), SL^(2)=Ag, 
7r(SL^(4))=5, n(SL^(3))=7, n(PSL3(4))=6 and n(PSL^(3))=12 from [ATLAS]. 
Hence, n(PSLJq))s:5 for all q. Finally, if m^5, then TR(PSLJq))M for 
all q, by Zsigmondy's theorem (Theorem 5.2.14 of [K-L]). 
Let T=PSUJq) with m^3. Since SLg(q)=SUg(q):spsujq) when m^3, we 
have that n(T)^5 for q^5. Also, when me{3,4,5} and q^4, we see from 
[ATLAS] that n(T)2:5. If ms:6, then Tr(T)M, by Zsigmondy's theorem. 
Let T=PSpg^(q) with m^2. Since SLg(q)=Spg(q):^PSp^(q), we have that 
n(PSp^(q))^5 for q&5. Also, PSp^(3)=SU^(2) and 7r(Sp^(4))=4. If m^3, then 
7r(T)M, by Zsigmondy's theorem. 
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Let T=Pn^(q) with ms:7. Then Tr(T)2:4 for all q, by Zsigmondy's theorem. 
Let T be an exceptional group of Lie type over GF(q). If T is one of 
^4(9)' E / q ) ' Eg(q), %(q) , ^D^(q) or ^E^(q), then 7r(T)M, 
by Zsigmondy's theorem. If T=^Bg(q), then Tr(T)2:3, by Zsigmondy's theorem. 
Furthermore, ^Bg(q) contains a 2-subgroup of exponent four. Finally, if 
T=^Gg(q), then n(T)2:5, because the centralizer of an involution in ^Gg(q) 
is isomorphic to ZgXPSLg(q) and q^27. 
Let T be a sporadic group. Then 7T(T)M, by [ATLAS, p. viii]. • 
1.2 The groups with product action 
Let H be a primitive permutation group on a set r such that 
K=SOC(H)=T ' ' , where T is a non-abelian simple group, and H is of simple 
diagonal type or k=l. For m>l, define W=HwrS^ and let W act on n=r* in 
its natural product action. Then, for yeP and a=(r,...,3r)€n, we have that 
W^=H^wrS^ and B=soc(W)=K™ Now, W acts by conjugation on the m factors 
in B = K " ' . We say that (G,n) is of product type if G is permutation 
equivalent to a subgroup X of W on n satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) B3X; 
(ii) X is transitive on the m factors in K"". 
Here we identify G with a subgroup X of W satisfying (i) and (ii). If H 
is of simple diagonal type, then SOC(G)=B=T'^"' with k^2; and hence, by 
Proposition 5.1 of [Cam], the rank of G on Q is at least five, a 
contradiction. Thus, we may assume that K=T and m^3. 
Let r=r(H,r) be the rank of H on r , and denote the r H^-orbits on r 
by rg={y}, r^, . . . , Suppose that r^3. If m=2, then (y,y), (y,y^) 
and (y,yg), where and belong to distinct W^-orbits on fi. 
Moreover, there are at least two W^-orbits on (r\{y})x(r\{y}). Hence, 
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r(W,0)2:5, a contradiction. If m=3 , then (y,y,y) , (y,y,y^) , , 
and lie in distinct W^-orbits on 0, and thus r(W,n)^5, 
a contradiction. 
Therefore, we must have r=2, i.e. H is 2-transitive on r. Consequently, 
r(W,n)=3 if m=2, and r(W,n)=4 if m=3. Furthermore, if r(K,r)=2, then 
r(G,n)=3 if m=2 and r(G,n)=4 if m=3, since K'"^G and G acts transitively 
on the m factors in K"*. The socles T of all 2-transitive almost simple 
permutation groups are listed in [Cam, p. 8]. In each case T is also 
2-transitive with the exception of T=PSLg(8) when T is simply transitive, 
by Note 2 of [Cam, p. 9]. Moreover, the subdegrees of the permutation 
representation of PSLg(8) of degree 28 are 1, 9, 9 and 9. Let us now 
consider the cases m=2 and m=3 separately. 
Case m=3. In this case T^=B^G^W=HwrS2, where H is a 2-transitive 
permutation group on r with a non-abelian simple socle T, and G is 
transitive on the three factors in B. By the above, any such G is of rank 
4 on n, provided T^PSLg(8). So, assume T=PSLg(8). Then has exactly 
three orbits and on n\{a:} with representatives (r,r,3r'), 
(T,y',y') and (r ' , r ' , r ' ) , respectively, where y'Gr\{T}. Furthermore, it is 
readily seen that B^ has exactly 9, 27 and 27 orbits on 0^, and 0^, 
respectively. Hence, i=IG:BI^ must be either 27 or 81. In the latter case 
there are only two possibilities for G, viz. G=PrLg(8)wrA^ or G=W= 
PrLg(8)wrS^, both of which are rank 4 groups on 0. Now, we take i=27. 
Then G=B.C, where C is a subgroup of W/B of order 27 or 54. Moreover, 
C=D.S, where D=Cn(H^/B) and Thus, D is a subgroup of order 9 
in H^/B normalized by S. Since H^/B is elementary abelian of order 3 ,^ 
there are 13 distinct subgroups of order 9 in H^/B, and it is easy to see 
that the subgroup generated by (z,z \ l ) and (l,z \z), where <z>=Z^, 
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is the only one of them which is invariant under the action of S. 
Hence, we may identify D with <(z,z'\l),(l,z'\z)>. Let E be the subset 
of h V b consisting of the following elements: (z,z,l) , (z,l,z) , (l,z,z), 
( z ' \ l , l ) , ( l , z ' \ l ) , (1 ,1 ,z ' \ (z,z"\z'^), (z'\z,z'^) and (z"\z"\z). 
Moreover, let F be the subset of H^/B comprising the inverses of the 
members of E. Then H^/B is the disjoint union of D, E and F. Elementary 
calculations show that the only subgroups C of W/B of structure C=D.S 
with are C^=D:S , Cg={d, e.(123), f.(132) I dsD, eeE and feF} and 
Cj={d, e.(132), f.(123)l deD, eeE and feF}. Denoting the corresponding 
possibilities for G by G.=B.C. (i=l,2,3), we see that (G^)^ and (G^)^ 
are transitive on whereas (G^)^ is not transitive on 
Therefore, G^ and G^ have rank 4 on 0, but the rank of G^ exceeds 4. 
Case m=2. By the above, in this case PSLg(8)^=B:aG:sW=PrLg(8)^.Sg 
and G interchanges the factors in B. There are exactly two W^-orbits 
and Qg on n\{a:} with representatives (r,^') and (r',r'), respectively, 
where y'er\{y}. Furthermore, B^ has exactly 6 and 9 orbits on and 
respectively. It follows that G=B.C, where C is a subgroup of W/B of 
order 6. Now, there are three distinct cyclic subgroups of order 6 in W/B, 
viz. C^=<(l,z).(12)> , Cg=<(z,l).(12)> and C^=<(z,z).(12)> . Denoting the 
corresponding possibilities for G by G.=B.C. (i=l,2,3), it is easily seen 
that (G.)^ is transitive on and has exactly two orbits on for 
1=1,2,3. On the other hand, if C=S^ , then C=<(z,z \ (1,1).(12)> ; and 
G=B.C is of rank 5 on 0. 
We summarize our results in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1(P). Let (G,Q) be a finite primitive permutation group of 
rank 4. If G has product action on n, then one of the following holds: 
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(1) soc(G)=PSLg(8)^ and (G,n) is permutation equivalent to either G ,^ 
Gg or G j (as defined in Case m=2 above) in their natural product 
action of degree 28^; 
(2)(i) T^^G^HwrSj, where H is a 2-transitive permutation group on a 
set r with a non-abelian simple socle T^PSL^CS) , and G acts 
transitively on the three factors in T^; 
(2)(ii) soc(G)=PSLg(8)^ and (G,n) is permutation equivalent to either 
PrLg(8)wrS^ , PrLg(8)wrA^ , G^ or G^ (as defined in Case m=3 above) 
in their natural product action of degree 28^ 
Conversely, all the groups under (1) and (2ii) are primitive rank 4 
permutation groups, and any group G under (2i) is primitive of rank 4 in 
its natural product action on r^. 
1.3 The groups with twisted wreath action 
Let G be a primitive rank 4 permutation group with twisted wreath 
action on a set N of size n. Then SOC(G)=T' ' for some non-abelian simple 
group T with ke{2,3}; and G = ( T \ P , where P is a transitive subgroup 
of S .^ Moreover, if aeO, then G^=P and n=ITl'^. But, since G is of rank 4 
on N, we must have IP 12:( IT I "^ -1)73, which clearly is not the case. By this 
contradiction, we conclude that there are no primitive rank 4 permutation 
groups with twisted wreath action. 
This completes our analysis of the permutation groups with one of 
the special actions. 
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Chapter 2 
AFFINE PRIMITIVE PERMUTATION GROUPS: 
REDUCTION TO SIMPLE SOCLE 
2.1 Introduction 
Let G be an affine primitive permutation group of degree n=p^ for some 
prime p. Thus, G is a subgroup of the affine group AGL(V)=V:GL(V) of 
V=V^(p) containing V. In fact, V is the unique minimal normal subgroup of 
G, so that soc(G)=V. Moreover, if G^ is the stabilizer of the zero vector 
in the natural G-action on V, then G^ is a subgroup of GL(V) and G=VGg. 
Further, by the primitivity of G, G^ is irreducible on V, for any 
Gg-invariant subspace would be a block of imprimitivity; and, if G is of 
rank 4 on V, then G^ has exactly three orbits on V\{0}. 
Conversely, if H is an irreducible subgroup of GL(V) with three orbits 
on V\{0}, then the semidirect product VH is an affine primitive 
permutation group of rank 4 on V. To see this, let us assume, in view of 
obtaining a contradiction, that VH is imprimitive. Then (VH)g=H is 
non-maximal in VH, and so there is a subgroup K satisfying H<K<VH. 
Hence, K=UH for some non-zero, proper subspace U of V which is easily 
seen to be H-invariant, contradicting the irreducibility of H. 
Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of rank 
4 affine primitive permutation groups of degree p'^  and the set of 
irreducible subgroups of GL^(p) with three orbits on V^(p)\{0}. In 
particular, we are interested in finding maximal affine primitive 
permutation groups of rank 4, which is clearly equivalent to finding 
irreducible linear groups which are maximal subject to having three orbits 
on non-zero vectors. 
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Remark. If H^GL(V), then the actions of VH^ and VH on V are permutation 
equivalent for any geGL(V). Thus, it suffices to determine subgroups of 
GL(V) with the above properties up to inner automorphism of GL(V). 
Let us then assume that G^ is an irreducible subgroup of GL^(p) which 
has exactly three orbits on V^(p)\{0}. For each divisor a of d, there is a 
GF(p)-vector space isomorphism between V^(p) and V^(p^^^), and from this 
isomorphism we obtain an embedding rL^(p''^^)^rL^(p)=GL(p). Now, let a be 
the smallest divisor of d such that Gg^rL^(p'^^^) and set q=p^ with f=d/a. 
Thus, we may regard G^ as an irreducible subgroup of rL^(q) which has 
exactly three orbits on V^(q)\{0} (G^ is irreducible on V^(q), for any 
non-zero proper G^-invariant GF(q)-subspace of V^(q) would be a 
Gg-invariant GF(p)-subspace of V^(p) of higher dimension). We shall also 
denote V^(q) by V. 
If a=l, then Gg:^rL^(p'^ ). We leave this case open, but it might be 
possible to use the techniques of [F-K, §3] to determine the possibilities 
for G^. 
Thus, we assume that a^2. If G^ is soluble, then G is also soluble, 
since Gg=G/V and V is abelian; and hence G is determined by [Fo]. 
Therefore, we may also assume that G^ is insoluble. In particular, this 
means that we can take qM when a=2. Consequently, PSL^(q) is non-abelian 
simple. Moreover, G^ does not contain either SL^(q) or Sp^(q), since these 
are transitive on V^(q)\{0}. Throughout, let F=GF(q) and Z=Z(GL^(q))=Z^^. 
Then, denoting reduction modulo Z by , we have that G^Q^PrL^(q) and 
does not contain PSL^(q), by the above. 
Aschbacher's subgroup structure theorem 
For the benefit of the reader we shall now describe a subgroup 
structure theorem for the finite classical groups due to Aschbacher 
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(see [As]), for in this and the remaining two chapters this theorem plays 
a central role. 
Let ^ be one of the following classical simple groups: PSL^(q), 
PSUg(q^^^) with q square, PSp^(q) with a even, Pn^(q) with a even, or 
PQ^(q) with aq odd. Also let r be the full semilinear classical group 
corresponding to Then Z^r and ^^r^Aut(&). 
In [As] Aschbacher defines a "natural" collection S(r) of subgroups of 
r. The members of e(r) fall into eight classes G.(r), i=l, . . . ,8 , each 
class consisting of subgroups which preserve certain structure on the 
natural Fr-module V. The members of these classes can roughly be described 
as follows: 
«?^(r): stabilizers in r of totally singular or non-singular subspaces of V; 
)gg(r): stabilizers in r of subspace decompositions V=V^®...®V|^  of V, where 
k^2, dim(V.)=b for all i=l,...,k and a=kb; 
G (^r): subgroups of r consisting of elements which are GF(q'^)-semilinear 
on V regarded as an (a/r)-dimensional GF(q'^)-space, where r is a 
prime dividing a; 
G^(r): stabilizers in r of tensor product decompositions V=V^®Vg of V, 
where l<b^=dim(V^)<bg=dim(Vg) and a=b^bg; 
G (^r): stabilizers in r of a-dimensional GF(qg)-subspaces of V, where q^=q 
for some prime r; 
e^(r): normalizers in r of symplectic-type r-groups in absolutely 
irreducible representations of degree a=r^, where r is a prime not 
equal to p; 
G^(r): stabilizers in r of tensor product decompositions V=V^®...®V|^  of V, 
where k^2, dim(V.)=b for all i=l,...,k and a=b^; 
^^(r): classical subgroups, i.e. normalizers in r of the stabilizers in 
SL (q) of suitable non-degenerate forms on V. 
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For the precise definitions of the classes g.(r), i=l , . . . ,8, we refer 
the reader to [K-L, Ch. 4] where an exhaustive investigation of the 
subgroups in G(r) is undertaken. 
In Table 1 below we give the structures of the members of 6.(r) for 
i=l , . . . . ,8 when 5=PSL (q) and r=rL (q). 
Table 1 
Structure in rLg(q) Conditions 
[q'("'']:(GL^(q)xGL^_^(q)).f l^b^a-l 
(GL^(q)wrS^).f a=kb, k^2 
rL,(q') a=rb, r prime 
(GL^ (q)oGL^ (q)).f 
1 2 
a=b^bg, l<b,<b2 
GL,(q,).f q=qj, r prime 
a=r\ r prime (r*p) 
(GL^(q)o...oG^(q)).S^.f a=b\, k^2 
k (b,q)^{(2^),(2,3)} 
q square 
rsp,(q) a even 
r o / q ) aq odd 
ro ; (q ) a even, q odd 
For any subgroup H of r, we define e.(H)={CnHI CeG.(r)} for i=l,...,8, 
and let Further, we define the collection (^(H) for a 
subgroup H of r by setting «?.(H)={UnHI Ce«?.(r)} for i=l , . . . ,8, and 
G(H)=U.°^G.(H). It is a fact that each member of «?(r) contains Z, and so 
for any Ce^^) . 
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Next we define the class ^ of subgroups of a group X satisfying 
^^X^Aut(^). A subgroup H of X belongs to ^ if and only if the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) The socle L of H is a non-abelian simple group. 
(ii) The representation p;i? —> GL(V,F) of the full covering group ^ of L 
on V corresponding to the embedding of L in PGL(V,F) is absolutely 
irreducible. 
(iii) p(i£) cannot be realized over a proper subfield of F. 
Remarks, (a) By the Schreier "conjecture", both Out(L) and Out(^) are 
soluble, whence 
(b) If L is the preimage of L in GL^(q), then L=(L)'Z with (L)' perfect. 
Moreover, the representation p satisfies p(^)=(L)', so that p(2)=L. 
Now we are in a position to state Aschbacher's subgroup structure 
theorem [As]. 
Theorem A. Let X be a group satisfying ^^X^r, where ^ is a classical 
simple group and r the corresponding semilinear group. If H is a proper 
subgroup of X such that H^=X, then either H is contained in a member of 
«?(X) or H belongs to y. 
When ^=PSL^(q) with a^3, we let i4=Aut(^) and define classes for 
i=l , . . . ,8 as follows: 
stabilizers in d of pairs {U,W} of subspaces of V, where 
0<dim(U)<dim(W)<a, dim(U)+dim(W)=a and either U^W or V=U®W; 
2^i^8: normalizers in d of members of g.(r). 
Remark. It can be shown that if He«?.(r) with 2^i^8, then H is normalized 
by some element of ^ \ r , whence N^(H)=H.2 and N^(H)^=«^. 
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For groups X satisfying and X is not contained in r, we define 
e:(X)={KnXI Kee:(^)} for i=l, . . . ,8, and set r(X)=U.®^e!(X). We note that 
N^(H)nX=N^(HnX) for each Hee.(r) with 24^8 (c f. [K-L, Eq. 3.1.7]). 
In this case a result analogous to Theorem A is proved in 
[As, §13]. 
Theorem A*. Let X be a group such that and X is not contained in r, 
where d and r are PSL^(q), Aut(PSL^(q)) and rL^(q), respectively, with 
as3. If H is a proper subgroup of X such that H^=X, then either H is 
contained in a member of G'(X) or H belongs to if. 
Let us now resume our main argument after this brief detour. By 
applying Theorem A with &=PSL^(q), H=Ijg and X=GgPSL^(q), we have one 
of the following cases: 
(I) Cjjj^C=C/Z, where C is a member of g(rL^(q)). 
(II) i.e. the socle L of is a non-abelian simple group and the 
projective representation of L on V is absolutely irreducible and cannot 
be realized over a proper subfield of F. 
We assume first that Case (I) holds. Hence, Gg^Cei?(rL^(q)). Evidently, 
C«£<? (^rLg(q)), for the members of e^(rL^(q)) are reducible on V^(q). 
Moreover, if Cee^(rL^(q)), then Gjj^C=rL^^^(q'^) for some prime divisor r of 
a, contradicting the minimality of a. Thus, C«(*^^(rL^(q)). In the following 
sections (§§2.2-2.6) we shall consider the remaining possibilities 
Cet?.(rL^(q)) , where ie{2,4,5,6,7,8}. The results for Case (I) are 
summarized in Theorem 2 at the end of the chapter. 
2.2 The imprimitive subgroups 
Let Cee^(rL^(q)). Thus, by definition, C is the stabilizer in rL^(q) of 
a subspace decomposition V=V^©...®V|^  of V, where k^2, dim(V.)=b for all 
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and a=kb. Structurally, C=(GL^(q)wrS|^).f. Under the action of C 
on V\{0} the C-orbits clearly are 
A^={veV\{0} I v=v. for some v.eV., l:^Mk}=(U.^^V.)\{0} ; 
A2={v6V\{0} I v=v.+v. for some v.eV.\{0} and Vj.€V.\{0}, 14<j:sk} ; 
A|^={V6V\{0} I v=v. +v. + . . . + V . for some v. eV. \{0}, v. eV. \{0}, 
1 2 h 1 1 h h 
A|^={v6V\{0} I v=v^+Vg+...+V|^  for some v^eV^\{0}, v^eV^\{0}} . 
Hence, there are exactly k C-orbits on V\{0}. Consequently, since G^^C 
and Gg has exactly three orbits on V\{0}, we must have k=£3. 
Case k=2. In this case V=U©W for some subspaces U and W of V with 
dim(U)=dim(W)=b=a/2, and the C-orbits on V\{0} are A^={veV\{0} I veU or 
veW} and Ag={veV I v=u+w for some ueU\{0} and weW\{0}}. Let (G^)^ and 
(^ o)<u> (he setwise and pointwise stabilizers of U in G^, respectively; 
similarly, we define (G^)^ and We take a to be such that (G^)^ is 
not contained in rL^^^(q'^) for any prime divisor r of a. By the 
irreducibility of G^ on V, G^ acts transitively on the set {U,W}. Hence, 
(Gg)^ is a subgroup of index 2 in G^. Moreover, if g is an element of G^ 
interchanging U and W, then the map h(Gg)^^^ i—> where he(Gg)^, 
sets up an isomorphism between Gg=(Gg)y(Gg)^^ and Go"(^oV(^o)<w>' 
skice C3^u4G,X, and(GoXwr«Go)*J". 
Lemma 2.2.1. The set A^  is a G^-orbit. 
Proof. In view of obtaining a contradiction, assume that A^  is not a 
Gg-orbit. Then (G^)^ clearly must be intransitive on U\{0}. Thus, given 
ueU\{0}, we can choose u'€U\{0} and weW\{0} in such a way that uh*u' and 
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uh*w for all he(j^ But then (u+w)h=uh+wh*u'+w for all heG^, since V is a 
direct sum of U and W. Hence, is intransitive on A ,^ and so G^ has at 
least four orbits on V\{0}, a contradiction. • 
Therefore, (G^)^ is transitive on U\{0} and is the union of two 
Gg-orbits. Thus, by Bering's theorem [Li^, Appendix 1], Gg:srL^(q) belongs 
to one of the following classes: 
(A) Infinite classes: 
(1) o X L / q " ) ; 
(2) G^aSL^Cq'") with cr=b; 
(3) Gj'^Sp. (q") with 2cr=b; 0 r2c 
(4) Gp^ G^Cq"^ )' with 6r=b and p=2. 
(B) Extraspecial classes: G^&R, where R is an extraspecial 2-group, 
irreducible on U; R=Qg and b=2, qe{5,7,11,23}, or R=DgoQg and (b,q)=(4,3). 
(C) Exceptional classes: 
(1) G^^SL^CS) and b=2, q€{9,ll,19,29,59}; 
(2) Gg is A^ or A^ and b=4, q=2; 
(3) Gg=SLg(13) and b=6, q=3. 
We take cases (Al) and (B) as conclusions (1) and (4) of Proposition 
2.2.11 where we summarize our results, and analyse the other cases of (A) 
and (C) below. Thus, we may assume that (G^)^ contains a normal subgroup 
which is a subdirect product of Q^xQ^, where the Q. (i=l,2) are isomorphic 
to the quasisimple group Q given by Hering's theorem. Moreover, letting 
and Zg be the centres of and Q^, respectively, and denoting the 
projection maps Q^xQ^ —> Q. by n. (i=l,2), we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.2.2. If H is a subgroup of Q^xQ^ such that 7r.(H)=Q. for i=l,2, 
then either H=Q^xQg or H satisfies D:sH:sD(Z^xZg) for some diagonal 
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subgroup D={(h,ha)| heQ^} of Q^xQ^ , where a:Q^ —> is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. Since Q^nH^H, we have that Tr^ (Q n^H)^ 7T (^H)=Q .^ Thus, by the 
quasisimplicity of Q^, 7i^(Q^nH)=Q^ or Tr^(Q^AH)^Z .^ In the former case 
and so H=Q^xQ^. In the latter case the kernel of on H is contained 
in Zy and we deduce that D:^H:^D(Z^xZg) for some diagonal subgroup D of 
Q,xQ2. • 
If (Gg)^&Q^xQ ,^ then Q must be intransitive on V^(q)\{0}, for otherwise 
Ag is a Gg-orbit. Thus, Q=SLg(5):sSLg(q) with qe{9,ll,19,29,59} as in (2) 
of Proposition 2.2.11. (However, note that SLg(5) is transitive on the 
1-spaces of Vg(q).) Hence, by Lemma 2.2.2, it remains to consider the case 
(Gg)^kD, where D:sD:sD(Z^xZg), for the various possibilities of Q. 
Case (A2). In this case Q=SL^(q'^) with cr=b. Let S=Z(SL^(q'^)) and 
r \ \ tn f/L L \ I L OT / \^ Y=Z(GL^(q )). Thus, D={(h,ha) 1 heSL^(q )}, where a is an automorphism of 
SL^(q'^), and D^D:5D(SxS). Since , (G^)^ is contained in the 
normalizer of D in C^, which we shall denote by N. 
First we suppose that r=l, so that c=b. We also assume that a is 
induced through conjugation by some element y of rL^(q). Hence, ha=h* for 
all heSL^(q). 
Let 5,eerL^(q). If (5,c)eC^ normalizes D, then, for any heSL^(q), 
g "y 1 1 
h =h s(h) for some s(h)eS. This implies that 8 r c r is an element of 
Y, or, equivalently, c=y5* for some yeY, since the centralizer of PSL^(q) 
in PrL^(q) is just the identity. Hence, N=<(6,6^), YxYI aerL^(q)>. 
Consequently, D^N. 
Choosing bases for U and W, each heSL^(q) represents an element of 
SL(U) and an element of SL(W). Moreover, we can regard y as an 
F-semilinear transformation from U onto W. We fix bases S^={u^,...,uJ and 
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Sy={w^,...,wJ for U and W, respectively, such that u.2r=w. for all 
i=l,...,b. 
Now, the stabilizer of in D is Stab^(u^)={(h,h^)l heStabg^^^^(u^)}. 
Furthermore, by the choice of and if heSL^(q) acting on U fixes u^, 
then h^ acting on W fixes w^; and hence, if (h,h^)eStab^(u^), then, 
relative to and respectively, both h and h^ are of the form 







Lemma 2.2.3. The number of D-orbits on V\{0} is q+2. 
Proof. By the transitivity of SLj^ (q) on V^(q)\{0}, U\{0} and W\{0} are 
D-orbits. We show that an arbitrary vector u+w of can be mapped to 
either u^+w^ or u^+Xw ,^ where XeF*, by some element of D. Without loss of 
generality, we may take u=u^. If W=MW^+W', where w'e<wg,w^,...,w^>\{0} 
and iLteF, then, by inspection of the form of the matrix in (1), we see that 
there exists an element of Stab^(u^) mapping u^+w to u^+w^. The result 
follows by noting that u^+w^, u^ +A^w^ and lie in distinct D-orbits 
for • 
Let us examine which D-orbits merge under the action of N. The order of 
the D-orbit containing u^+w^ is (q'^-l)(q'^-q), whereas the order of a 
D-orbit containing a vector u^+Aw ,^ where AeF*, is q" -^!. Due to distinct 
orbit sizes, fusion can only occur amongst orbits of the latter kind; 
these orbits clearly merge under the action of IxY. Hence, N has exactly 
four orbits on V\{0}. 
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We recall that g is an element of interchanging U and W and 
Gp=<(Gp)^,g>. Thus, GjjS<N,g>. Evidently, A^=(UuW)\{0} becomes a single 
orbit under the action of g. Therefore, we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.2.4. There are exactly three <N,g>-orbits on V\{0} with orbit 
sizes 2(q''-l), (q''-l)(q^-q) and (q^-l)(q-l). 
Lemma 2.2.5. The group <N,g> is irreducible on V if and only if q>2. 
Proof. Let q>2 and assume that there is a non-zero <N,g>-invariant 
subspace T of V. If T contains an element of A ,^ O^ueT, say, then U^T. 
Hence, Ug=W^T, and so U+W=V^T, i.e. T=V. If T contains an element of A ,^ 
u+weT, say, then (Au+w)-(u+w)=(X-l)ueT for any AeF*. Thus, TnU*{0}, since 
q>2; and, as above, it follows that T=V. Therefore, <N,g> is irreducible 
on V. 
When q=2, we define T = { U + U T I ueU}. Then T clearly is a b-dimensional 
N-invariant subspace of V. Moreover, taking g to map ui—> uy and 
wi—> for ueU and weW, T is also invariant under the action of g. 
Hence, <N,g> is reducible on V. • 
Let b=2. In this case every automorphism of Q=SLg(q) is induced through 
conjugation in rLg(q). Now there are exactly 2q D-orbits on V\{0} with 
representatives u^, w^, u^ +Xw^ and u^+mw^ for ^,ueF*. However, under the 
action of N and g the number of orbits reduces down to three. Hence, 
Lemmas 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 hold when b=2, too. 
We may now assume that b^3 and a is a graph automorphism of SL^(q), so 
that, for some yerL^(q), ha=(h^)'^ for all heSL^(q). Thus, defining and 
Sy as before, if (h,ha)eStab^(u^), then we have 
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(ha)g = . ^2 = (3) w 
k. * . 6 
where h.eSL^^(q) for i=l,2,3-
From (3), we observe that Stab^(u^) now stabilizes a hyperplane 
T=<Wg,...,w^> of W. Moreover, Stab^(u^) is transitive on T\{0}. By 
an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.2.3, there are 
again q+2 D-orbits on V\{0}, represented by the vectors u^, w ,^ u^+w^ and 
u^+Xw^ for AeF*, with orbit sizes q^4, q^4, (q'^-l)(q^'^-l) and 
(q''-l)q'' \ respectively. 
As one can easily verify, in this case N=<(k,ka), YxYI kerLJq)>, and 
hence there are exactly three <N,g>-orbits on V\{0} of sizes 2(q^-l), 
(q'^-l)(q^ ^-1) and (q'^ -l)(q'^ -q^ \ Furthermore, here <N,g> is irreducible 
on V for all q^2. To see this, we note from (2) and (3) that for any 
element u+w of A ,^ there exists an element (h,ha) of Stab^(u) such that 
(u+w)(h,hQ:)=u+(w+w') with w'eW\{0}. Using this fact in the proof of Lemma 
2.2.5 we get irreducibility. 
Finally, we suppose that r>l. Here it can be shown that 
N=<(k,ka), YxYI kerL^(q'^)>. Consequently , (G^)^ is contained in 
(GL^(q'^)xGL^(q'^)).(rf), which is a subgroup of rLg^(q'^)=rL^^^(q'^), 
a contradiction. 
Therefore, case (A2) gives rise to the conclusion (3i) of Proposition 
2.2.11. 
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Case (A3). In this case Q=Sp2 (^q'^ ) with 2cr=b. Hence, D={(h,ha)| 
heSp2^(q'^ )}, where a is an automorphism of Spg (^q'^ ). Thus, for some 
yerSp (q^) and iG{0,l}, we have that ha=(h^)cr' for all heSp (q'^ ), where '2cV-» / I-'-J' — V" "-"f2cV 
)2^ (q'^ ) when c=2 and p=2. Let S=:^v-f2c^ o- is a graph automorphism of Sp Z(Sp (q*^ )) 
and Y=Z(GLg^(q'^)). Then D^D^D(SxS) and the normalizer N of D in is 
given by N=<(k,ka), YxYI kerSpg^(q'^)>. 
If r>l, then N is contained in (GLg^(q'^)xGLg^(q'^)).(rf), which is a 
subgroup of rL^^(q''); and thus (Gp)^ j:£rL^^ (^q'"), a contradiction. 
Consequently, we suppose that r=l, so that 2c=b. We may take bM, since 
Sp2(q)=SLg(q) for all q. First we assume that a is induced through 
conjugation by some element y of rSp^(q). Regarding y as an F-semilinear 
transformation from U onto W, we fix bases s^j={u^,...,u^,u^,...,u^} and 
Sy={e^,...,e^,f^,...,fJ for U and W, respectively, such that u.y=e. and 
u!y=f. for all i ==!,...,c, and is a symplectic basis of W. Hence, by the 
choice of and if (h,h^)eStab^(u^), then the matrices of h and h^ 
relative to and respectively, are both of the form (1). 
Lemma 2.2.6. There are exactly five N-orbits on V\{0}. 
Proof. By the transitivity of Sp^ (^q) on V^(q)\{0}, U\{0} and W\{0} are 
D-orbits. We show that an arbitrary vector u+w of is the image of 
u^+e^, u^+f^ or u^ +Bg under some element of N. Clearly, these vectors lie 
in distict N-orbits. Without loss of generality, we may take u=u^. 
First we note that any matrix of one of the following forms belongs to 
SPb(q): 
(4) 
' A 0 
. 0 A " 
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r I 0 ' c 
. B Ic J (5) 
where A is any matrix in GL^(q) and B is an arbitrary cxc symmetric matrix 
over GF(q). 
Now, if (h,h^)eStabp(u^), then h^ acting on W fixes e^. Thus, u^+e^ is 
a singleton orbit of Stab^(u^) on V\{0}, and so the N-orbit containing 
u^+e^ has order (q^-l)(q-l). By applying to u^+f^ an element (h,h^) of 
Stab^(u^) with h^ of the form (5) we get u^+(e+f^), where e is an 
arbitrary vector in <e^,...,e^>. A further application of an element 
(h,h^) of Stabp(u^) with h^ of the form (4) yields u^+(e'+f^+f), where e'= 
eh e<e^,...,e^> and fe<f^,...,f^> are arbitrary. Hence, the order of the 
N-orbit containing u^+f^ is at least q^'\q^-l)(q-l). Similarly, u^+f^ can 
be mapped to u^+(e+f), where ee<e^,...,e^> and f€<f^,...,f^>\{0} are 
arbitrary, by successively applying suitable elements (h,h^) of Stabp(u^) 
with h^ of the forms (5) and (4), respectively. Also, by using (4), u^+e^ 
can be mapped to u^+e, where ee<e^,...,e^>\<e^> is arbitrary. Moreover, 
u^+fg and u^ +Cg belong to the same D-orbit; for, if heSp|^(q) satisfies 
egh=fg and e^h=e^, then (u^+e^Xyhy \h)=u^+fg. Hence, the N-orbit with 
u^+e^ as a representative contains at least (q^-l){q'^(q^'^-l) + (q'^ -q)}= 
(q^-l)(q^ ^-q) vectors. But we have now obtained (q^-1)^ vectors, i.e. the 
whole of A ,^ from u^+e^, u^+f^ and u^+e^. The result follows. • 
Under the action of the element g of interchanging U and W 
becomes a single orbit. The three N-orbits on A^  cannot merge under the 
action of g due to distinct orbit sizes. Therefore, G^ has at least four 
orbits on V\{0}. This is a contradiction. 
Henceforth, we assume that b=4, p=2 and a is a graph automorphism of 
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Sp^(q); so that, for some yerSp^(q), ha=(h^)cr for all heSp^(q), 
where o- is the graph automorphism of Sp^(q) induced by the non-trivial 
symmetry on the associated Dynkin diagram of type C .^ 
We choose bases and for U and W as before. Let us consider the 
parabolic subgroups P^=Stabgp^^^(<e^>) and Pg=Stabgp^^^(<e ,^eg>) of Sp(W). 




where A is any matrix in GLg(q). We note that and P^ are interchanged 
by cr. Moreover, since Stabg^^^^(e^) is a subgroup of index q-1 in 
Stabgp^yj(<e^>), we see from above that, relative to cr(Stabg^^^^(e^)) 
consists of all symplectic matrices of the form (6) with AeSLg(q). 
Lemma 2.2.7. The number of D-orbits on V\{0} is four. 
Proof. By the transitivity of Sp^(q) on V^(q)\{0}, U\{0} and W\{0} are 
D-orbits. We show that an arbitrary vector u+w of is the image of 
either u^+e^ or u^+f^ under some element of D. Without loss of generality, 
we may take u=u^. Now, if (h,h(x)eStab^(u^), then ha belongs to 
cr(Stabgp^y^(e^)); and so the matrix of ha relative to is of the form 
(6) with AsSLg(q). Let w=e+f, where GE<e^ ,eg> and fe<f^f^>, not both 
zero. If f=0, then it is evident from (6) that (u^+e^)(h,ha)=u^+e for some 
(h,ha)eStab^(u^), by the transitivity of SLg(q) on Vg(q)\{0}. Thus, we 
suppose that f*0. Then, by (5), there exists an element of Stab^(u^) 
mapping u^+f^ to u^+(e'+f^), where e' is an arbitrary vector in <e^,e2>; 
and, a further application of some element of Stab^(u^) with ha of the 
form (4) yields u^+(e+f). Finally, we observe that u^+e^ and u^+f^ belong 
to distinct D-orbits, by (6). • 
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Lemma 2.2.8. There are exactly three <N,g>-orbits on V\{0} with orbit 
sizes 2(q^-l), (q^-l)(q^-l) and q^(q^-l)(q^-l). 
Proof. The orders of the D-orbits containing u^+e^ and u^+f^ are 
(q^-l)(q^-l) and q^(q^-l)(q^-l), respectively. The result follows by 
noting that U\{0} and W\{0} merge under the action of g. • 
Lemma 2.2.9. The group <N,g> is irreducible on V. 
Proof. Let T be a non-zero <N,g>-invariant subspace of V. If T contains an 
element of A ,^ then clearly T=V. If T contains an element u+w of A ,^ then, 
by the proof of Lemma 2.2.7, we have that (u+w)(h,ha)=u+(w+w') for some 
(h,ha)eStabp(u), where w'eW\{0}. Thus, TnW;^{0}, and it follows that T=V. 
Hence, <N,g> is irreducible on V. • 
Therefore, case (A3) gives rise to the conclusion (3ii) of Proposition 
2.2.11. 
Case (A4'). In this case Q=Gg(q'^ )':sSp^(q'^ ) with 6r=b and p=2. In this 
embedding every automorphism of Gg(q'^ )' can be induced through 
conjugation by some element of rSp^(q'^) (see p. 401 and the Appendix of 
[C-K]). Thus, D={(h,h^)l heGg(q'^)'} for some yersp^(q'^). Moreover, the 
normalizer of D in is contained in <(k,k^), YxYI kersp^(q'^)>, where 
Y=Z(GL^(q'-)). 
If r=l, then, by Case (A3), G^ has at least four orbits on V\{0}. This 
is a contradiction. If r>l, then (G^)^ is contained in rL^^^(q'^), a 
contradiction. 
Let us now consider the exceptional classes. For each possibility of Q, 
we let again D={(h,ha) I heQ}, where a is an automorphism of Q, and denote 
the normalizer of D in C^ by N. 
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Case (Ciy In this case b=2, qe{9,ll,19,29,59} and Q=SL2(5)^SL2(q). In 
this embedding SLg(5) acts transitively on the 1-spaces of Vg(q), and so 
SLg(5)Y is transitive on Vg(q)\{0}, where Y=Z(GLg(q)). 
Lemma 2.2.10. There are at least four <N,g>-orbits on V\{0}. 
Proof. We do the calculation for q=9. Since SLg(5) has two orbits of size 
40 on Vg(9)\{0}, we have that I Stab^(u) I =3 for any ueU\{0}. Hence, 
choosing suitable bases for U and W, it is easily seen that there are 
exactly four N-orbits on with orbit sizes 640, 1920, 1920 and 1920. 
Thus, <N,g> has at least three orbits on A^ . The result follows by noting 
that A^  is an <N,g>-orbit. For the other values of q the result is reached 
via similar calculations. • 
Therefore, since Gg^<N,g>, we conclude that has at least four orbits 
on V\{0}, a contradiction. 
Case (C2). In this case b=4, q=2 and Q is either or A^. 
First we let Q=A^. By virtue of the isomorphism A^=Sp^(2)', A^ has a 
natural transitive action on V^(2)\{0}. Since every automorphism of A^ is 
the restriction of an automorphism of S^=Sp^(2), we have that N={(k,ka)| 
keSp^(2)}. Hence, by Case (A3), if oc is an inner automorphism of S ,^ then 
<N,g> has exactly four orbits on V\{0}, and so the number of G^-orbits on 
V\{0} exceeds three, a contradiction; however, if ot is an outer 
automorphism of S ,^ then there are exactly three <N,g>-orbits on V\{0} 
with orbit sizes 30, 45 and 180. Moreover, in the latter case <N,g> is 
irreducible on V, by Lemma 2.2.9. 
Therefore, the case Q=A^ gives rise to the conclusion (3iii) of 
Proposition 2.2.11. 
Now we let Q=A^. Here we have A^^Ag=SL^(2). It is a well-known fact 
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that in this embedding acts 2-transitively on V^(2)\{0}. Thus, if a is 
an inner automorphism of A^, then, by Lemma 2.2.3, <N,g> has exactly three 
orbits on V\{0}, but <N,g> is reducible on V, by Lemma 2.2.5. If cc is an 
outer automorphism of A^ and (h,ha)eStabp(u) for some ueU\{0}, then ha 
acting on W stabilizes a hyperplane T of W. Moreover, Stab^(u) is 
transitive on T, and hence D has exactly two orbits on with 
representatives u+t and u+w, where teT\{0} and weW\T. Consequently, there 
are exactly three <N,g>-orbits on V\{0} with orbit sizes 30, 105 and 120. 
Furthermore, in this case <N,g> is irreducible on V, by the argument used 
in the proof of Lemma 2.2.9. 
Therefore, the case Q=A^ gives rise to the conclusion (3iv) of 
Proposition 2.2.11. 
Case (03). In this case b=6, q=3 and Q=SLg(13):sSp^(3). In this 
embedding SLg(13) acts transitively on V^(3)\{0}. Thus, given ueU\{0}, we 
have that IStab^(u) 1=3, and so at most three elements of the form u+w, 
where weW\{0}, can belong to the same D-orbit on A .^ Since IW\{0} 1=728, 
we conclude that the number of <N,g>-orbits, and hence the number of 
Gg-orbits, on V\{0} must be much greater than three, a contradiction. 
This completes our analysis of the case where k=2. We summarize our 
results in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2.11. Let V=V^(q) and let V=U®W for some subspaces U 
and W of V with dim(U)=dim(W)=b=a/2; and denote the stabilizer of the set 
{U,W} in rL(V) by C. If is an irreducible subgroup of C with exactly 
three orbits on V\{0} and (G^)^ is not contained in rL^^^(q'^ ) for any 
prime divisor r of a, then one of the following holds: 
(1) G^^rL/q"); 
(2) (G,)„eSL2(5)xSLj(5) and b=2, q6{9,ll,19,29,59}; 
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(3) (Gg)^a:D={(h,h(x) 1 heQ}, where Q and aeAut(Q) satisfy one of the 
following; 
(i) Q=SL^(q) with b^2, and a is a graph automorphism of SL^(q) 
when q=2; 
(ii) Q=Sp^(q) with even q^2, and a is a graph automorphism of 
Sp^Cq); 
(iii) Q=A^=Sp^(2)' and a is the restriction to of an outer 
automorphism of S ;^ 
(iv) Q=A^^Ag=SL^(2) and ot is an outer automorphism of A^; 
(4) GptR, where R is an extraspecial 2-group, irreducible on U; 
R=Qg and b=2, qe{5,7,ll,23}, or R=DgoQg and (b,q)=(4,3). 
Conversely, we have also shown that in each case of (3) there are 
groups Gg satisfying the hypotheses of the above proposition. 
Case k=3. In this case V=V^®Vg@V^ for some subspaces V. of V with 
dim(V.)=b=a/3 (i=l,2,3), and there are exactly three C-orbits on V\{0} 
with orbit sizes 3(q''-l), 3(q'^-l)^ and (q'^-l)^. Since the A. (i=l,2,3) 
are also G^-orbits, G^ acts transitively on each V.\{0}. Thus, we might 
again apply Hering's theorem to determine irreducible subgroups G^ of C 
which have exactly three orbits on V\{0}. However, since we are mainly 
interested in groups which are maximal with these properties, we shall not 
analyse this case any further. 
2.3 The tensor product subgroups and 
Let Cee^(rLg(q))ue^(rL^(q)). Thus, by definition, C is the stabilizer 
in rLg(q) of a tensor product decomposition V=V^®...®V|^  of V, where k&2. 
Case k=2. In this case V=U®W with l<x=dim(U)^dim(W)=y. If x<y, then 
C=(GL(U)oGL(W)).<0>, where is a generator of Aut(F); and, if x=y, then 
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C=(GL(U)°GL(W)).(<<^>X<T>), where x is a permutation interchanging U 
and W. Let be a basis for U. Then, by Lemma 1.1 of [Li^], 
the orbits of C on V\{0} are 
A.={2.* u.®w. I w.eW (j=l,...,x) such that dim<w,,...,w >=i} 
1 *• J=1 J J J \ J ' ' / 1' ' X •* 
for i=l,...,x. Moreover, any element v of A. (l:si<x) can be expressed as 
v=Z.^^uj®wj , where both (ujl j=l,...,i} and {wj I j=l,...,i} are linearly 
independent sets. Consequently, since and G^ has exactly three orbits 
on V\{0}, X must be either 2 or 3. We shall denote the preimage of G^ in 
(GL(U)xGL(W)).<0> by G^. 
We first suppose that x=2. We may also assume that y^3; for, if x=y=2, 
then a=4 and C contains SLg(q)°SLg(q)=n*(q) as a normal subgroup, 
whence C^rO^(q), and we deal with this possibility in §2.6. In this 
case there are exactly two C-orbits A^={u®wl ueU\{0}, WGW\{0}} and 
(i=l,2) such that <w^>;^ <wg>} on V\{0} with 
orbit sizes (q+l)(q^-l) and (q^-l)(q^-q), respectively. Thus, one of the 
A. is a Gg-orbit while the other one is the union of two G^-orbits. We 
consider the two possibilities separately. 
(1) The case where A^  is a G^-orbit. Here G^ has two orbits A^^ and 
A^ ^^  on A .^ From the above description of A ,^ we can see that G" must be 
transitive on the set of 2-dimensional subspaces of W. Hence, by Theorem 1 
of [Ka], one of the following holds: 
(0 y=3; 
(ii) y=5, q=2 and G^=rL/2^)<jLg(2); 
(iii) G" is 2-transitive on the set of 1-dimensional subspaces of W. 
In case (i) transitivity on 2-spaces is equivalent to transitivity on 
1-spaces; and thus, by Hering's theorem, either G"^rL^(q ) or Gg^L^(q). 
In case (ii) Gg^rL^(2^°), contradicting the minimality of a. In case (iii) 
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either G"^SL(W) or (y,q)=(4,2) and G"=A^^Ag=SL^(2), by Theorem I of [C-K]. 
Assume that G"^SL(W) or G"=A^ with (y,q)=(4,2). Then G^ is the 
subdirect product of some groups B^rL(U) and P^^ Q, where Q is SL(W) or A^ 
(y=4, q=2). Consider the subgroup H={(b,g)EGGL beB, geQ} of G^, which is 
the subdirect product of A and Q for some A^B. We show that H=AxQ. Let 
—> A and 7i^ :H —> Q be the projection maps. By the surjectivity of n^, 
K=Tr^(ker7rJ is a normal subgroup of Q; and thus either K=Q or K^Z(Q), 
since Q is quasisimple. In view of obtaining a contradiction, suppose that 
K^Z(Q). Let S=Q/Z(Q). Then the restriction to kern^ of the projection map 
TTgiH —» S is trivial, and so kerrr^ is contained in kern^. Hence, 
S=7Tg(H)=H/ker7Tg=(H/kerTr^)/(ker7Tg/kerTrJ, which is a factor group of A, 
because H/kerTr^=Tr^(H)=A. But, by comparing the orders of S and A, it is 
obvious that S cannot be a factor group of A. Therefore, K=Q, or 
equivalently, H^lxQ, whence H=AxQ. 
Consequently, B must have exactly two orbits on the 1-spaces of U. 
Moreover, B stabilizes no 1-space of U, by the irreducibility of G^ on V. 
Hence, by the main theorem of [LiJ, we have the following result. 
Proposition 2.3.1. If G^ is transitive on and has exactly two orbits 
on A ,^ then either y=3 and G"^rL^(q^) or G^ is the subdirect product 
of groups B and P, where P satisfies Q^P^rL(W) with Q=SL(W) or Q=A^ 
(y=4, q=2) and B is an irreducible subgroup of rL(U) with exactly two 
orbits on the 1-spaces of U, so that one of the following holds: 
(i) BarL,(q'); 
(ii) B stabilizes a non-trivial subspace decomposition U=U^®Ug of U; 
(iii) B^SLg(q^^^) with q square, or B^SL^Cq^^ )^ with q cube; 
(iv) B&n~(q) (and if q is odd, B contains an automorphism inter-
changing the two orbits of n^(q) on non-singular 1-spaces); 
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(v) B normalizes or and p*2; 
(vi) B^SL^CS) with qe{31,41,49,71,79,89}. 
Furthermore, Gg2:lxQ and we have Vw\{0}) , where are 
the orbits of BZ(GL(U)) on U\{0} for i=l,2. 
Conversely, if is the subdirect product of B^rL(U) and P^rL(W) 
satisfying the above conditions, then G^ is transitive on and has 
exactly two orbits on A^ . The orders of the G^-orbits on A^  can be deduced 
from Appendix 2 of [Li^]. Moreover, G^ is irreducible on U®W, by Lemma 
4.4.3(v) of [K-L]. 
(2) The case where A^  is a G^-orbit. Here G^ has exactly two orbits 
on Ag. Assume that G^ is the subdirect product of some groups B^rL(U) 
and P^rL(W). Since A^  is a G^-orbit, B and P must be transitive on 
the 1-spaces of U and W, respectively. Moreover, P can have at most two 
orbits on the 2-spaces of W for A^  to be the union of two G^-orbits. 
Hence, by Hering's theorem, P satisfies one of the following: 
(i) ParL/qf ) ; 
(ii) P^SL (q^) with zr=y and z^2; 
(iii) P-Sp2^(q'^ ) with 2zr=y and z^2; 
(iv) Pe^ G (q*^ )' with 6r=y and p=2; 
(v) P normalizes DgoQ^ and (y,q)=(4,3); 
(vi) P=A^=Sp^(2)' and (y,q)=(4,2); 
(vii) P=A^^Ag^SL^(2) and (y,q)=(4,2); 
(viii) P=SLg(13)^p^(3) and (y,q)=(6,3). 
In fact, we show that P must satisfy (i), (iii) or (vi). We note that 
in all of the above cases with the exceptions of (i) and (v) P contains a 
quasisimple group Q; and hence, by the argument in case (1) above, it 
follows that Gg& l^xQ. Thus, if either (ii) or (vii) holds, then, by the 
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2-transitivity of Q on W\{0}, is transitive on A .^ This is a 
contradiction. In case (viii) SLg(13) is intransitive on the set of 
totally isotropic 2-spaces of the 6-dimensional symplectic space over 
GF(3), for ISLg(13)l=2184 whereas the number of such 2-spaces is 
(3'-l)(3^-3)/(3^-l)(3^-3)=3640. Thus, P has at least three orbits on the 
2-spaces of W, and so (viii) cannot hold. In case (v) we first note that 
the normalizer of Dg°Qg is contained in GSp^(3) and is isomorphic to 
(DgoQg).Sg . Now , the number of non-degenerate 2-spaces of the 
4-dimensional symplectic space over GF(3) is 90, which does not divide 
the order of (Dg°Qg).S^, and hence (Dg°Qg).S^ is intransitive on the set 
of non-degenerate 2-spaces. Thus, P has at least three orbits on the 
2-spaces of W, ruling out case (v). Finally, in case (iv) the normalizer 
of Gg(q'^ )' in rLy(q) has more than two orbits on the 2-spaces of Vy(q), 
by [C-K, §5], eliminating this possibility. 
Hence, by Bering's theorem, we have the following result. 
Proposition 2.3.2. If G^ is transitive on and has exactly two orbits 
on A^ , then G^ is the subdirect product of groups B^rL(U) and P^rL(W), 
where either P^rL^(q^) or P-Sp2^(q'^)' with 2zr=y and B satisfies 
one of the following: 
(i) B=rL,(q'); 
(ii) B^Syq); 
(iii) B normalizes and qe{5,7,11,23}; 
(iv) B^SLg(5) and qe{9,ll,19,29,59}. 
Conversely, if G^ is the subdirect product of B^rL(U) and P^rL(W) 
such that B is transitive on the 1-spaces of U and P&Spy(q)' 
with y even, then Gg2:lxSpy(q)' and G^ is transitive on A^  and 
there are exactly two G^-orbits on A^  corresponding to the two 
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orbits of Spy(q)' on the 2-spaces of V^(q) consisting of totally 
isotropic and non-degenerate 2-spaces, respectively. Moreover, is 
irreducible on U®W, by Lemma 4.4.3(v) of [K-L]. 
We now suppose that x=3. In this case there are exactly three 
C-orbits A ,^ and A^  on V\{0} with orbit sizes (q^+q+l)(qM), 
(q^-l)(q^ ^-l)(q\q^+q) and (q^-l)(q^-q)(q^-q^), respectively. Since these 
are also G^-orbits, G" must be transitive on the sets of 1-spaces and 
2-spaces of W. By applying Hering's theorem, we deduce as in case (2) 
above that G"^rL^(q^), G"e:SL^(q'") with zr=y, or G"=A^^SL^(2) and 
(y,q)=(4,2). 
This completes our analysis of the case where k=2. 
Case k^3. In this case V=V^®...®V|^  with dim(V.)=b^2 for all i=l,...,k, 
and C=(GL(V^)o...oGL(V|^)).(<0>xS|^). Let u. and v, be linearly independent 
vectors of V. for i=l,...,k. Then, by p. 482 of [LiJ, the vectors 
w =u ®u ®...®u , (J =u ®u ®...®u +v ®v ®...®v and w =u ®u ®...®u + 
l i b K b i t K i b K i S l c K 
u^ ®Vg®...®V|^  belong to distinct C-orbits A^  , A^  and A^  on V\{0}, 
respectively. If b^3 , then we choose w.eV.\<u.,v.> for i=l,...,k. 
It is easy to verify by elementary calculations that the vector 
u^ ®Ug®...®U|^ +v^ ®Vg®...®V|^ +w^ ®Wg®...®w^  does not lie in the same C-orbit 
with one of the above vectors. Hence, there are at least four C-orbits; 
and thus G^ must have more than three orbits on V\{0}, contradicting our 
assumption. 
Let b=2. First assume that k=3. Then it is readily seen that the order 
of A^  is equal to (q^-l)(q+l)^. Moreover, we can show that if an element 
(g^gz'gs) of GL(V^)xGL(V2)xGL(V^) fixes , then each g. (i=l,2,3) is 
° ) or of the form [ I ° either of the form C b o 3 or of the for  C n d 3' where a, b, c and d 
are non-zero elements of GF(q). It follows that IA |=q^(q^-l)^(q+l)/2. 
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Since IV\{0}l - lAJ - lA I^ is not a divisor of I CI, as one can easily 
check, we conclude that there are more than three C-orbits on V\{0}, a 
contradiction. Finally, if k>3, then elementary calculations show that 
the vector u ®u ®u ®...®u +u ®u ®v ®...®v does not belong to A , A or 
A ;^ and so C has at least four orbits on V\{0}, a contradiction. 
2.4 The subfield subgroups 
Let CeG^(rL^(q)). Thus, C is the normalizer of SL^(r) in rL^(q) with 
q=r* for some prime x, and we have that C=M.f, where M=Z^^oGLg(r). 
Moreover, since z^^=GL^(r*):sGL^(r), M is contained in GL^(r)«GL^(r) 
which is a subgroup of GL^^(r) acting on V^(r)®V^(r)=V^^(r)=V. Let 
{v^,...,v^} be a GF(q)-basis of V relative to which the subgroup GL^(r) 
of M acts naturally over GF(r), let A be a generator of GF(q)*, and 
denote the orbits of GL^(r)«GL^(r) on V\{0} by A. (i=l,...,x) as in §2.3. 
We first suppose that x>a. When x=3 and a=2 there are exactly two 
C-orbits on V\{0}, by [Li^, p. 483]. Furthermore, z^^°SLg(r) is an 
irreducible subgroup of C which has exactly three orbits on V\{0} when 
r is odd. If x^5 and aM, then the vectors v^, v^+Xv ,^ v^+Av^+A^v^ and 
v^+Xv^+X^v^+A^^ of V belong to distinct C-orbits. If x^5 and a^3, then 
IPGL^(r) I< IP^(V) I/3, and hence C has more than three orbits on V\{0}. 
We now suppose that x^a. By §2.3 above, x must be 2 or 3 for G^ to 
have exactly three orbits on V\{0}. Let x=2 (a^2). By [Li^, p. 483], the 
A. (i=l,2) are C-orbits. When a^3, we have by Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 
one of the following: G^ is transitive on A^  (and has two orbits on A )^ 
and Gg^lxQ, where Q=SL^(r) or Q=A^ with (a,r)=(4,2), G^ is transitive on 
A^  (and has two orbits on A )^ and Gg^lxSpg^(r^)' with 2bc=a, or 
GgnM^GL^(r^)°rL^(r^). Moreover, if B is a subgroup of GL^(r^) with 
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exactly two orbits on the 1-spaces of y^(r) (such groups are determined 
in [F-K, §3]), then BoGL^(r) (a^2) and GL^(r^)°GSp^(r) (a even, aM) are 
irreducible subgroups of M with exactly three orbits on V\{0}. Finally, 
when x=3 (a^S) it is easily seen that the A. are C-orbits for i=l,2,3, 
and thus C has exactly three orbits on V\{0}. 
2.5 The symplectic-type normalizers 
Let Cel?^(rL^(q)). Thus, C is the normalizer in rL^(q) of an absolutely 
irreducible symplectic-type r-group R, where r is a prime not equal to p 
and a is a power of r. All possibilities for C with at most three orbits 
on V\{0} are given by [Bo, Theorem 10.11]. (There is a misprint in the 
table of Theorem 10.11: the third q-value corresponding to should 
be 11, not 4.) For each such C we have ae{2,3,4,8}. For example, the 
groups ji)(Dg°Qg) and have exactly three orbits 
on V\{0} with orbit sizes {1200,3840,9600} and {480,2240,3840}, 
respectively. 
2.6 The classical subgroups 
Let Ceeg(rL^(q)). Thus, C is one of the classical subgroups: rSp^(q) 
with even aM, ru^(q^^^) with a^3 and q square, ro^(q) with 2i^ 3 and aq 
odd, or rO^(q) with even a^4. If Gg:srSp^(q), then G^ does not contain 
Sp^(q), since Sp^(q) is transitive on V^(q)\{0}. By Lemma 2.10.5(ii) of 
[K-L], when q is odd, SU^(q '^^ ^)Z ,^ where Z=Z(GL^(q)), is transitive on the 
set of singular vectors of V\{0} and has exactly two orbits on the set of 
non-singular vectors consisting of vectors with square and non-square 
norms, respectively. We also obtain examples of subgroups of ru^(q^^^) 
containing SU^(q^^^) with exactly three orbits on V\{0} when q is even: 
for example, ZU (4) is such a group for all a&3. Similarly, we deduce from 
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Lemma 2.10.5 of [K-L] the following result, which we shall need in the 
next chapter. 
Lemma 2.6.1. (i) For even aM, ro^(q) has exactly two orbits on V^(q)\{0} 
with orbit sizes (q^^^+l)(q^^^"'±l) and q®^^'''(q^^^+l)(q-l). 
(ii) For odd aq with a^3, ro^(q) has exactly three orbits on V^(q)\{0} 
with orbit sizes (q^'^-1) and q^®'^ ^^^(q^®" '^^ ^±l)(q-l)/2. 
Proof, (i) When q is even, f2~(q)Z is transitive on the sets of singular 
and non-singular vectors, by Lemma 2.10.5(ii) of [K-L]. When q is odd, 
n^(q)Z has two orbits on non-singular vectors consisting of vectors with 
square and non-square Q-values, respectively. It is easy to see that these 
orbits merge under the action of GO^(q). 
(ii) By parts (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 2.10.5 of [K-L], GO^(q) is transitive 
on singular vectors and has exactly two orbits on non-singular vectors. • 
In particular, when q is odd, 0^(q)Z has exactly three orbits on V\{0} 
for all a^3, where ce{o,±}. Moreover, there are also examples when q is 
even: for example, ZO^(4) has exactly three orbits on V^(4)\{0} for all 
even aM. 
Hence, we may assume that does not contain Sp^(q), SU^(q^^^) or 
n^(q) in the respective cases. By applying Theorem A in each case, we see 
that we are now reduced to Case (II). 
This completes our analysis of Case (I). We summarize our findings in 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let G be an affine primitive permutation group of rank 4 and 
of degree p*^  for some prime p, and let G^ be the stabilizer of the zero 
vector in V=V^(p). If a is the smallest divisor of d such that Gg^rL^(q), 
where q=p'^ ^ ,^ then either C is an ^-subgroup of PPL (q) or G satisfies 
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one of the following: 
(1) G^^rL/p"); 
(2) Gg stabilizes a GF(q)-subspace decomposition V=V^®...®V|^  of V 
regarded as an a-dimensional vector space over GF(q) with 
dim(V.)=a/k for all i=l,...,k, where k=2 and Proposition 2.2.11 
holds, or k=3; 
(3) Gg stabilizes a tensor product decomposition V=U®W of V regarded 
as V^(q) with l<x=dim(U)^dim(W)=y, where x=2, y^3 and either 
Proposition 2.3.1 or Proposition 2.3.2 holds, or x=3; 
(4) Gg normalizes SL^(r) in rL^(q), where q=r* with x equal to 2 or 3 
and a^2; 
(5) Gg normalizes in rL^(q) an absolutely irreducible symplectic-type 
r-group R, where either r=a=2 and q is odd (determined in [Fo]) or 
one of the following holds: R=3 '^^ ^:sGL^(4), R=2|''^^GL^(q) with 
qe{3,7,ll}, R=Z^.2^^<jL^(5), or R=2^^^^GLg(3), where 
denotes an extraspecial r-group of that order; 
(6) Gg&SU (^q^^ )^, where a&3 and q is square; 
(7) GgB:n^(q), where aq is odd with a^3 and c is », or a is even, aM 
and ee{±}. 
In Chapter 3 we shall consider Case (II). 
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Chapter 3 
AFFINE PRIMITIVE PERMUTATION GROUPS: 
SIMPLE SOCLE CASE 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we continue our investigation of affine primitive 
permutation groups. We recall from Chapter 2 that is an irreducible 
subgroup of rL(V) which has exactly three orbits on V\{0}, where V=V^(q) 
with a^2 and q=p^. For a subgroup H of rL(V), let o(H) be the number of 
orbits of H on V\{0}. Analogously, for H^PrL(V), we denote the number of 
H-orbits on P^(V) by o(H). Moreover, we set F=GF(q) and Z=Z(GL(V))=Z^^ 
as before. Therefore, rjp=GjjZ/Z^PrL(V)=PrL^(q); and, by Chapter 2, we 
may assume that satisfies the following conditions: 
(3.1) (i) The socle L of is a non-abelian simple group, which is not 
PSL,(q), PSp/q), PSU,(q"'), or Pn=(q); 
(ii) The representation p:£ —> GL(V,F) of the full covering group ^ of L 
on V such that p(^)=L is absolutely irreducible; 
(iii) p(f) cannot be realized over a proper subfield of F; 
(iv) o((J„)=3. 
Remark. By Remark (a) on p. 19, L is contained in PSL(V). 
Let N be the normalizer of L in PrL(V). Then , and hence 
p(^)aGg^N, where N is the preimage of N in rL(V). By 3.1(ii), N is 
(absolutely) irreducible on V. By the simplicity of L, L is a minimal 
normal subgroup of N. If M is another minimal normal subgroup of N, then 
M is contained in the centralizer C of L in PrL(V), for minimal normal 
subgroups centralize each other. But, by Schur's lemma, C=l, since L is 
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absolutely irreducible. Thus, L is the unique minimal normal subgroup 
of N, so that soc(N)=L, or equivalently, L^N^Aut(L). Furthermore, since 
o(N)^3, we obtain the inequality 
(qM)/3(q-l)^INNIAut(L)l. (1) 
We shall consider the case where L=L(r) is a simple group of Lie type 
over GF(r) with r=p^ for some natural number e. In the following sections 
(§§3.2-3.6) we deal with each family of groups of Lie type separately, 
first with the classical groups and then with the exceptional groups of 
Lie type. Following [Li^, §2], we determine the possible representations 
of ifi on V using the above inequality, and analyse the orbits of N on 
P^(V) for all these possibilities. If o(N) is 1 or 2, then N is either 
transitive or has exactly two orbits on V\{0}, respectively, and thus N 
is one of Bering's or Liebeck's groups (see [Li^, pp. 512-3 and 477-9]). 
In these cases we need to investigate whether there are proper subgroups 
of N containing p(£) with exactly three orbits on V\{0}. If o(N)=3, 
then of course o(N)=3, too. The results for this simple socle case are 
summarized in Theorem 3 at the end of the chapter. 
Classical groups 
3.2 The linear groups 
Let L=PSLJr). In this case ^=SLJr) with a few exceptions listed in 
[K-L, Theorem 5.1.4(ii)]. Since p(Op(ie))=l, V is an F(ie/Op(ie))-module. 
But, by Theorem 5.1.4(ii) of [K-L], ie/Op(ie)=SLJr) in every case, and 
hence V is an absolutely irreducible FSLJr)-module which cannot be 
realized over a proper subfield of F. 
Notation. Let S=SL (r) and let M be an ES-module affording a 
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representation mS —> GL(M,E) , where E is a perfect field of 
characteristic p. For an automorphism a of S, we denote by M" the 
ES-module affording the representation an (writing maps on the right). 
If ^ is the field automorphism of GL(M,E) induced by the Frobenius map 
m—> on E, then, for a natural number i, denotes the ES-module 
affording the representation We also denote the dual module of M 
by M*. 
Let F be the algebraic closure of E. By Proposition 5.4.6(i) of [K-L], 
f divides e and there is an irreducible FS-module M such that 
as ES-modules. In particular, we have r^q. 
(1) The case where r=q. 
Let r=q and let U be the natural GF(q)SLJq)-module VJq) with a 
GF(q)-basis {u^,...,uj. We note that GF(q) is a splitting field for 
SLJq), by Proposition 5.4.4 of [K-L]. Hence, V is an irreducible 
GF(q)SLJq)-module. Moreover , the inequality (1) implies that a= 
Let be the fundamental dominant weights dual to a system 
of fundamental co-roots with a Dynkin diagram of type 
and denote the unique irreducible ES-module with highest weight A by M(X). 
For a general description of the modules M(A), we refer the reader to 
§§ 1 and 2 of [Hu]. 
Now, by Theorem 2.2 of [Li^], V is isomorphic to an ES-module 
for some integer i satisfying l^i^f, where X is one of the weights listed 
in Table 2 below. 
Let 0-^  be the non-trivial symmetry on a Dynkin diagram of type 
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Table 2 
X M(x) dim(M(X)) Conditions 
^1' \ - 1 U, U* m 
m^-2 A^U, A^U* m(m-l)/2 mM 
N ' ^m-3 A%, A^U* m(m-l)(m-2)/6 6^m^8 
S^U, s^u* m(m+l)/2 p odd 
( l + p ' ) \ m ' 14<f 
(1+PV.-1 m^ l3j<f 
m^ I4<f 
m^ l^j<f 
adjoint module m^-l-e m^3, ee{0,l} 
^1+^2 16 m=4, p=3 
A2+A3 M(X^+X^)=U(X^+X/ 16 m=4, p=3 
3&,, 3Ag 10 m=3, p^S 
3A,, 4A, 4, 5 m=2, p^5 
(m2:3) inducing a graph automorphism cr of S. By Propositions 5.4.2(ii) 
and 5.4.3 of [K-L], we have M(X)*=M(cr^ (X))=M(A)''^ . Furthermore, if ip is 
the field automorphism of S induced by the Frobenius map on F, then 
by Proposition 5.4.2(i) of [K-L]. Therefore, V is 
quasiequivalent to M(X), where X is one of the weights 
(p odd), (l+p^)A^ ^1+^-1' ^1+^2 P=3)' 
(m=2 or 3, p-5), or 4X^  (m=2, p-5). Since N clearly has the same 
number of orbits on quasiequivalent modules, we can take V to be one of 
these modules. 
In the above cases, M(A) is self-dual if and only if either m=2 or 
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&=&2 ni=4, x=\^ and m=6, or and m^3. Denoting the inverse-
transpose map on GL (q) by c, we define 
X = 
' rLJq) :<i> if M(X) is self-dual and m^3, 
TL (q) o therwise . 
^ tn^  
As we shall see, in each of the above cases we can extend the 
representation p:S—>GL(V,F) to a semilinear representation X—>rL(V,F) 
of X, which we also denote by p, by defining an X-action on V with 
the elements of X inducing semilinear maps on V. Moreover, we have 
p(S)=L^rjjj^N=p(X) and p(X)=X=X/Y , where Y=Z(GLJq)) ; and hence 
p(S):aG^^N=p(X)Z. 
(i) Case A=A .^ In this case a=m. Since r=q, we have L=PSL^(q), 
contrary to 3.1(i). 
(ii) Case The skew-symmetric square A^(U) of U is generated as a 
vector space over F by the symbols U.AU. (l^i,j^m) subject to the rules: 1 J 
(1) u.Au.=0 for all i=l,...,m; 
(2) u . A u . = - ( u . A u . ) for all l^i,j^m. 
It follows that dim[p(A^(U))=m(m-l)/2. 
In this case V=M(;\.g)=A^(U) with mM. Regarding "A" as a bilinear 




where geGLJq), 0€Aut(GF(q)) and a..eF for The kernel of this 
action is easily seen to be <-I^>. 
Proposition 3.2. There are exactly [m/2] PL (q)-orbits on the non-zero 
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vectors of A (VJq)) with orbit representatives u^AUg+...+Ug.^ Au .^ 
for i=l,...,[m/2]. 
For the proof of Proposition 3.2 we need two technical lemmas. By a 
"wedge" we shall mean any element of A^(U) which can be written in the 
form uAv for some vectors u and v of U. 
Lemma 3.3. An arbitrary element w of A^(VJq)) can be expressed as a sum 
of at most [m/2] wedges, i.e. w=Z.®^x.Ay. for some vectors x. and y. 
(i=l,...,s) of VJq) and ss[m/2]. 
Proof. By induction on m. Let m^3 and assume that the hypothesis is true 
for m-1. We show that it then holds for m+1. Given a basis {u,,...,u 1 
"• 1 ' m+r 
of V^^(q), any element w of A {V (q)) can be written as 
V » = ( a , U , ) A U 2 + . . . + ( b , U , + . . . + b ^ . , U ^ . , ) A U ^ + . . . + ( C , U , + . . . + C , . J U ^ J ) A U _ , + 
=w'+uAu.+vAu„,+e(u.Au^,) , 
where w' belongs to <U.AU I (V^^(q)), u and v belong to 
"i ' ''i (l^i'h-1), c. {lajsm-2), (Isksm-l) 
and e, (1^1 ^ m) with e =e are elements of F. We have two cases to consider: 
I ^ ' m 
(a) c#0. In this case w can be written as w = ( w ' - e ' \ u A v ) ) + 
(cu^+v)A(u^^-e V). By induction, w'-e \UAV) can be written as a sum 
of at most [(m-l)/2] wedges, since it lies in <U .AUJ l:si<j<m-l>, and so 
w is expressed as a sum of at most [(m-l)/2]+l=[(m+l)/2] wedges, as 
required. 
(b) c=0. If either u or v is zero, then w is a sum of at most 
[(m+l)/2] wedges, by induction. So we assume that both u and v are 
non-zero. In particular, this means that in the expression u=S'l'^|a.u., 
where a.eF for i=l,...,m-l, at least one of the coefficients aj^ ^O for 
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some l^k^m-1. Now, we define a new basis {u'=u,,...,u'=u,+u ,,...,u'=u , 
" • 1 r k k m+1' m m' 
V^^(q). Then relative to this basis w takes the form 
W = W " + U ' A U ' + V ' A U ' , + A ^ ( U ' A U ' J , 
m m+l k^  m mfK ' 
where w" belongs to <u|Auj I l:si<j<m-l>, and u' and v' belong to 
<u|,...,u^^>. Hence, we are reduced to case (a). 
It remains to check that the result holds for m=2 and m=3. When m=2 
this is obvious, since dimgp^^^(A^(V2(q)))=l. When m=3, any element w of 
A^(U) can be put into the form u^A(aUg+bu )^+UgA(cu )^ for some a,b and c 
in F, which can be rewritten as (u^-(a'^ c)u^)A(aUg+bu^), provided a*0; 
and, if a=0, then u^A(bu )^+UgA(cu )^=(bu^+cUg)Au ,^ as required. The proof 
is now complete. • 
Lemma 3.4. Let weA^(VJq)). If s is the minimum number of terms in an 
expression of w as a sum of wedges and w=Z.®^x.Ay. for some vectors 
X. and y. (i=l,...,s) of VJq) , then dimj,p^^j(<x.,y. I i=l,...,s>)=2s. 
Conversely, if w=E.^^x.Ay. such that dimgp^q^(<x.,y. I i=l,...,t>)=2t, then 
t is minimal. 
Proof. Let s be minimal and assume, in view of obtaining a contradiction, 
that dimg-(Y)<2s, where Y is the subspace <x.,y. I i=l,...,s> of U. Then any 
element of A^(Y) can be expressed as a sum of at most [(2s-l)/2]<s wedges, 
by Lemma 3.3. But w is an element of A^(Y), contradicting the minimality 
of s. 
To prove the converse we show that if E.® x . A y . and x'.Ay! are 
^ 1=1 1 1 1=1 1 •' 1 
two expressions for w in A^(U) such that dimp(<x.,y. I i=l,...,s>)=2s and 
dimg-(<x|,y! I i=l,...,t>)=2t, then s=t. Regarding U as a vector space of 
column vectors with entries in F, we can set up an F-isomorphism 
between A^(U) and the vector space Symp(U) of all symplectic forms on U 
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by viewing an element Z.'^ ^x.Ay. of A^(U) as an element of Symp(U) by 
means of 
(Z.',x.Ay.)(v^,v^)=Z.^/(x|v^)(y|vgXx|v^)(y|v^)) (2) 
for any vectors v^  and v^ of U (see [C-H, §2]). We now assume that s*t 
and choose bases S and B' for U which are dual to {x^,y^,...,x^,y^} and 
{x{,y],...,x^,y^} , respectively ; i.e. we take S={v^,w^,...,v^,w^,z^,..., 
Vzs^ satisfying x|v.=y|w.=l (i=l,...,s) , x|v.=y|w.=0 (i^'j) and xjw.= 
yjv.=xjzj=yjzj=0 (all i,j), and define B' in a similar way. Then relative 
to these bases the matrices of the symplectic forms f^ and f^ 
corresponding to the elements Z.^^x.Ay. and Z.^^xjAy! of A^(U) under 









where and are respectively the (2s)x(2s) and (2t)x(2t) matrices 
composed of diagonal blocks [ ° ^ ] with zeros elsewhere. 
If z/^x.Ay. and Z.^^xlAy! represent the same element w of A^(U), 
then f^=fg and the rank of (f^)g is equal to the rank of (fg)g, , since 
the rank of the matrix of a symplectic form on U is independent of the 
choice of basis for U. But in (3) the rank of (f^)g is equal to 2s whereas 
the rank of (fg)^, equals 2t, a contradiction. Thus, s=t. • 
For weA^(U) , we define s(w)=min{kl w=Z.'^^x.Ay. for some x., y.eU 
(i=l,...,k)}. Equipped with the above lemmas, we are now in a position 
to give a complete description of the GL(U)-orbits on A^(U) in terms of 
the function s. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let w^, WgeA (^U). If s(w^)=s(wg)=s, say, then 
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w,=S.!^x.Ay. and Wg=Z.^ ^x!Ay|, where dimp(<x.,y. 1 i=l,...,s>)=dimp(<x;.,y:I 
i=l,...,s>)=2s, by the first part of Lemma 3.4. As GL(U) is transitive on 
the set of ordered bases of U, we have that Wg=w g^ for any geGL(U) 
satisfying x.g=x! and y.g=y! (i=l,...,s). 
Conversely, if s(w^)=s and wg=w^g for some geGL(U), then for some 
X. , y.eU (i=l,...,s) W 2 = ( i : . ! ^ x . A y . ) g = E . ; ^ ( x . g ) A ( y . g ) with dim„,(<x.g,y.gl 
i=l,...,s>)=2s, and hence s(Wg)=s, by the second part of Lemma 3.4. 
Therefore, w^  and w^ lie in the same GL(U)-orbit if and only if s(w^)= 
s(Wg). By Lemma 3.3, s(w):s[m/2] for any weA^(U). Moreover, we have 
s(u^AUg+...+Ug.^ AUg.)=i for i=l,...,[m/2], by the second part of Lemma 
3.4. Finally, we note that the GL(U)-orbits on A^(U) are clearly 
rL(U)-orbits, too. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. • 
Remarks, (a) We note that w and /-iw belong to the same rL(U)-orbit for 
any weA^(U) and lueF*, since S(MW)=S(W). 
(b) Under the isomorphism (2) two elements w^ and w^ of A^(U) belong 
to the same GL(U)-orbit if and only if the corresponding symplectic forms 
f^ and fg on U are equivalent (see [C-H, §1]). In fact, since 2s(w) is 
equal to the rank of the matrix of f relative to some basis of U for 
corresponding elements weA^(U) and feSymp(U), as is evident from (3), we 
have established the classical result that two symplectic forms are 
equivalent if and only if they are of equal rank (see [Di; Ch. I, §8]). 
Furthermore, our result tells that the number of distinct equivalence 
classes is [dim(U)/2]. 
Let m=4. Then a=6 and L=PSL^(q)=Pn^(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
Let m=5. By Proposition 3.2, there are exactly two GL(U)-orbits on 
A^(U)\{0} with representatives w =^u^ AUg and Wg=u^ AUg+u^ Au^ . Let us denote 
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these orbits by and A ,^ respectively, and let g be the element of GL(U) 
satisfying u.g=u. for i=l,...,4 and u^g=fiug, where /i is a generator of F*. 
Then an arbitrary element h of GL(U) can be written as h=g'^g' for some 
g'eSL(U) and some natural number k. Hence, w.h=w.g' for i=l,2, and thus 
SL(U) is transitive on both A^  and A .^ It follows that has just two 
orbits on V\{0}, a contradiction. 
Let m=6 or m=7. By Proposition 3.2, N has exactly three orbits on 
V\{0}. For ie{l,2,3} , let us denote the orbit containing u^AUg+...+ 
u_. Au,. by A.. Then it can be shown that 2l-l 2i 1 
for i=l,2,3. 
Let m^8. Then there are at least four N-orbits on V\{0}, by Proposition 
3.2. But Gg^N and G^ is supposed to have only three orbits on V\{0}, a 
contradiction. 
(iii) Case The wedge cube A^(U) of U is generated as a vector 
space over IF by the symbols u.au.aUJ^ (l^i,j,k^m) subject to the rules: 
(1) U.AU.AU|^ =0 if at least two of i, j and k are equal; 
(2) u.Au.AU|^=sgn(Tr)(u.^Au.^AU|^^) for any permutation n on the set 
It follows that dim|p(A^(U))=m(m-l)(m-2)/6. 
In this case V=M(X^)=A^(U) with 6^m^8. Regarding "A" as a trilinear 
map UxUxU —> A^(U), we can define a natural rLJq)-action on A^(U) by 
the maps 
<4 
where geGLJq), 0eAut(GF(q)) and a..|^eF for l^i<j<k^m. The kernel of 
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this action is {UIJ weF* and M^=1}. 
Just as in 3.1-3.4 of [C-H, §3] , we can determine the stabilizers 
of suitable elements w. (i=l,...,4) of A^(U) in GLJq) when 6^m^8. In 
Table 3 below, denotes a group with series of length k all of whose 
factors are isomorphic to the additive group of the field F. 
Table 3 
w. Stabilizer in GL (q) 
i _ _ 
u,Au^Au, F%-:':(SL,(q)xQL__,(q)) 
U,AUjAU3+U,AU^AU^ F f - " « ; ( G L . . , ( q ) x ( S p ^ ( q ) . F ' ) ) 
U,AU,AU,+U;AU,AU; (F t " " : (SyqfxGL, . ; (q ) ) ) . (Z ,xZ_J 
UjAu^AUj+UjAUjAUj+UjAUjAu, "'"°:(GL3(q)xGL_.^(q)) 
Since the stabilizers of the elements w. (i=l,...,4) in GLJq) are 
non-conjugate, as one can clearly see, they must lie in distinct 
GLJq)-orbits. Moreover, these orbits have different orders. Therefore, 
since GLJq) is a normal subgroup of X, it follows that N has at least 
four orbits on A^(U)\{0}, a contradiction. 
(iv) Case The symmetric square S^(U) of U is the F-subspace of 
U®U which is generated by the elements u.®u. (i=l,...,m) and U.®U|^ +U|^ ®U. 
(l^j<k^m). Thus, dimg-(S^(U))=m(m+l)/2. 
In this case V=M(2A^)=S^(U) with p odd. Let E_ (l^i,j^m) be the mxm 
matrix with 1 in the (i,i)-entry and zeros elsewhere. Then the maps 
u.®u. f—^ E.. (i=l,...,m) 
uj®u,^ +u^®u. E.^+E^. (l^j<k^m) 
set up an F-isomorphism between S^(U) and the set i f jq ) of all symmetric 
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mxm matrices over GF(q). The natural rL^(q)-action on S (U) is equivalent 
to the PL (q)-action on y (q) given by 
g^Ag and 
0 <P 
where Ae^Jq), geGLJq) and 0eAut(GF(q)). Hence, we may identify V 
with y (q). 
Given Ae^Jq), the matrices A and g^Ag have the same rank for all 
geGLJq). It follows that the matrices (k=l,...,m) belong to 
distinct N-orbits on V. Thus, if mM, then there are at least four 
N-orbits on V\{0}, a contradiction. 
If m=3, then the number of N-orbits also exceeds three. For, if /LI is a 
non-square element of F* and g (^E^^+E2g)g=C(E^^+AiE22) for some geGL^(q) 
and then, writing g as 
g = 




and taking determinants on both sides of the above equation yields 
(det(h))^=C^M, contradicting our choice of m. Therefore, E^^, E^^+E^g, 
E^^+jnE^g and E^^+E^g+E^^ belong to distinct N-orbits, by the above. 
Hence, m*3. 
Finally, if m=2, then a=3 and L=PSLg(q)=Pn^(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
(v) Case A=(l+p^')X^ (l^i<f'). In this case V=M((l+p^)x^)sU®U^^^ and 
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a-m^. The natural rL^(q)-action on is defined by the maps 
^,,kSk(",™k) ^ S,-,kan((u,g)®(ik(g<''))) 
where ^ is the field automorphism of GL^(q) induced by the Frobenius map 
Ml—> m'' on GF(q), geGLJq), <^eAut(GF(q)) and a.^ e^F for l^i,k^m. 
We show that there are more than three N-orbits on the 1-spaces of V, 
thus contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Let m^2. By performing elementary calculations one can prove that 
<u^®u^>, <u^ ®ug> and <u^ ®u^ +ug®ug> belong to distinct N-orbits. Let us 
denote the N-orbits containing these 1-spaces by and A ,^ 
respectively, and let g=(b.|^)€GLJq). Then, since g stabilizes <u^ ®u^ > if 
and only if b^^*0 and b^ |^ =0 for k=2,...,m, we have that 
IStab^(<u^®u^>) l=f.q ^ (q -l)...(q^-l)(q-l) ; 
and hence I A J = ( q ' " - l ) / ( q - l ) . Similarly, by noting that g stabilizes 
<u^ ®ug> if and only if b^ ^^ O, b^ '^^ O and b |^^ =b^^ =0 for k"! and h*2, we 
1 find that IA |=q(q"'-l)(q'" ^ - l ) / ( q - l ) ^ . Hence, if there are just these 
three N-orbits on the 1-spaces of U®U^''\ then the order of A^  is given 
by 
I A, I - (q""-l)/(q-l) - (q'"-l)V(q-l)'^ • 
Moreover, lA I^ is a divisor of the order of N. But, if m^3, then it is 
easily seen that (f-l)<lNI/IA^|<f for all q=pW, a contradiction. 
However, if m=2, then I A^|=q(q^-1). Thus, since A^  is clearly also a 
PGL (q)-orbit, PGL (q) is regular on A , and so the stabilizer of 
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<u^®u^+ug®ug> in PGLg(q) is trivial. But [ ° ^ ] Y , where Y=Z(GLg(q)), 
is a non-identity element of PGL^Cq) stabilizing <u^®u^+ug®ug>. By this 
contradiction, the number of N-orbits exceeds three when m=2, too. 
(vi) Case ^ ( l^j<f) . In this case V=M(x^+p^x^ 
and a=m^. The natural TL (q)-action on is defined by the maps 
g 
^ 2:, ,^a,^((u,g)®(u^(g-V'))) 
<P . 
where fp is the field automorphism of GL^(q) induced by the Frobenius map 
on GF(q), geGLJq), 0eAut(GF(q)) and a.^ ^eF for l^i,k^m. 
We show that there are more than three N-orbits on the 1-spaces of V, 
thus contradicting 3.1(iv). 
We take m^2 and let g=(b.|^)eGLJq). If g stabilizes <u^®u^>, then g is 
of the form 
" " 




where and heGL^^(q). Obviously, the converse holds, too. Hence, we 
have that 
IStab^(<u^®u^>)l = irL^_/q)l , 
and thus the order of the N-orbit containing <u^®u^> works out to 
be q'"'\q'"-l)/(q-l). 
Similarly, it can be shown that g stabilizes <u^®ug> if and only if 
g is of the form 
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0 0 . . . 0 




where and are non-zero, ^21' arbitrary 
elements of GF(q), and heGL^ ^(q). It follows that the order of the 
N-orbit containing <u^ ®ug> is equal to (q'"-l)(q'""^-l)/(q-l)\ 
We note that IA^|>|A2l for all admissible values of m and q, so A^  
and A^  certainly are distinct orbits. 
Let m=2. Elementary calculations show that <u^®u^> , <u^ ®ug> and 
<u^®u^+ug®ug> belong to distinct N-orbits. Hence, if there are exactly 
three N-orbits on the 1-spaces of then the N-orbit A^  containing 
<u^®u^+ug®ug> has order q(q^-l). Thus, PGLg(q) is regular on A ,^ as it 
clearly is transitive on A^ . But [ ° ^ ] Y , where Y=Z(GLg(q)), is a 
non-identity element of PGLg(q) stabilizing <u^®u^+ug®ug>. By this 
contradiction, there are more than three N-orbits when m=2. 
2 
Let m^3. We define d=d(m,q)=IP/V)l-l AJ-I A^l. Then d=(q'" -l)/(q-l) -
(q"'-l)V(q-l)^, which is positive for all m^3 and q^2. Hence, there are 
at least three N-orbits on P^(V). If there are exactly three N-orbits, 
then d is the size of the third N-orbit and thus a divisor of INI. But we 
know from the previous case that d does not divide INI for any values of 
m^3 and q^2, a contradiction. Therefore, the number of N-orbits exceeds 
three also when m^3. 
(vii) Case In this case V=M(A^+X^^) with m&3. This adjoint 
module can be constructed as follows. Let ^ { A e M J q ) ! trace(A)=0} and 
define an action of X=rL (q):<i> on ^ by the maps 
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A I—> g ^Ag , A I—> A*^  and A i—> A^ , 
where Ae^, geGLJq), <^eAut(GF(q)) and t is the inverse-transpose map 
on GLJq). Then Z)={^I^I geGF(q)}n^ is an X-invariant subspace of ^ 
and is an irreducible FS-module of dimension m^-l-c, where e=l if p 
divides m and e=0 otherwise. We identify V with S/D. 
If A,Be^, then <A+T» and <B+Z)> belong to the same N-orbit on the 
1-spaces of ^/D if and only if there exists an element x of X such that 
A*-CB belongs to 23 for some CeF*. Let A^=E^g, Ag=E^g+Eg^ and Ag=E^^-E22, 
where E. . (l^i,j^m) is defined as on p. 53. Then <A^+Z)> , <A^+T» and 
<A^+T» belong to distinct N-orbits, because A^, A^ and A^ have different 
Jordan canonical forms (note that a Jordan canonical matrix is similar 
to its transpose). By the same reasoning, when mM , <(E^g+Eg^+E^^)+D> 
lies in an N-orbit distinct from the orbits containing one of the above 
1-spaces. 
Hence, we may take m=3. By the above, N has at least three orbits on 
the 1-spaces of <?/D. We first assume that p*3, so that ®={0}. Since the 
X-action on ^ preserves the ranks of matrices, <E^g+Egg+E^^> is a 
representative of a fourth N-orbit. Finally, we assume that p=3. Let 
^4 = 
r 0 1 0 1 
^ 0 0 
0 0 0 
where /i is a non-square element of GF(q) . The characteristic polynomial 
of A^ is -y(y^-ji) whose only zero in GF(q) is 0 , and thus A^ is not 
similar to a Jordan canonical matrix. Therefore , <A^+C> belongs to an 
N-orbit different from the one containing <A.+D> for i=l,2,3. 
We have shown that there are at least four N-orbits on the 1-spaces 
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of V in every case, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(viii) Case ("m=4, p=3). In this case V=M(X^+Ap and a=16. This 
module can be constructed as follows. Let P be the vector space of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree 3 in four variables x^, , x^ and x^ 
over GF(q), and define a PL (q)-action on P by the maps 
4> 
^.,i.k4ik^-'', ' 'k 
where x.g=Z.^^b..x. (i=l,...,4) for g=(b..)eGL^(q), 0eAut(GF(q)) and 
a..|^ elF for Then R=<x^,...,x^> is a rLJq)-invariant subspace 
of P and P/R is an irreducible FS-module of dimension 16. We identify V 
with P/R. 
Let g=(b.peGL^(q). Elementary calculations show that g stabilizes 
<x^Xg+R> if and only if b^ ^ and b^ ^ are non-zero and b^g=b^^=b^^=bg^= 
bg^=0. It follows that the order of the N-orbit containing <x^Xg+R> 
is equal to (q^-l)(q^-l)/(q-l)^. Moreover, it can be shown that <x^Xg+R> 
and <(XiXg+x^x^)+R> belong to distinct N-orbits. Further, we can easily 
see that if geGL^(q) is of the form 
' a 0 0 0 ' 
a'^b^ 0 0 
0 0 b 0 
d; ^3 c 
where a, b and c are non-zero and the d. are arbitrary elements of GF(q) 
for i=l,...,4, then g stabilizes <(x^Xg+x^x^)+R>. Hence, we deduce that 
the order of the N-orbit containing <(x^Xg+x^x^)+R> is less than or 
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equal to q (q -l)(q -l)(q^-l)/(q-l)l 
Now, since IAJ + IA2l<|P^(V)l, there are at least three N-orbits on 
the 1-spaces of V. If there are exactly three N-orbits A ,^ A^  and A ,^ 
say, then the order of A^  equals (q^^-l)/(q-l) - lAJ - lA I^ . But it is 
readily seen that (f-l)<INI/LA^Kf for all q=3*, and thus lA I^ is not 
a divisor of INI, a contradiction. 
Therefore, the number of N-orbits on the 1-spaces of V exceeds three, 
contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(ix) Case A=3A^ (m=3, Here a=10 and N=PrL^(q). In consequence, 
the inequality (1) is not satisfied, a contradiction. 
(x) Case &=3X^ or (m=2, p^5). In this case V=M(kA.^ ) with k=3 
or k=4. For l^k^p-1, the module M(kA^) is the vector space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree k in two variables x and y with the natural 
rLg(q)-action. If k=4, then a=5 and the inequality (1) does not hold, 
a contradiction. 
Hence, we may take k=3, and so a=4. Elementary calculations show that 
3 2 2 2 
<x >, <xy > and <xy +x y> belong to distinct N-orbits. Let us denote the 
N-orbits containing these 1-spaces by A ,^ A^  and A ,^ respectively. Then 
we have IAJ=q+l and IA2l=q(q+l). Moreover, if N has just these three 
orbits on the 1-spaces of V, then I A^|=q(q^-1). Thus, PGL^(q) is regular 
on A .^ But [ ° g ] Y , where Y=Z(GLg(q)) , is a non-identity element of 
PGLg(q) stabilizing <xy^+x^y>, a contradiction. 
Therefore, there are more than three N-orbits on the 1-spaces of V, 
contradicting 3.1(iv). 
This completes our analysis of the case where r=q. 
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(2) The case where r>q. 
We continue with our previous notation and set L=PSLJr) , S=SLJr) 
and IF=GF(q) with q=p^ and r=p®. We recall from p. 45 that f divides e, 
so that r=q^ with k=e/f^2, and 
for some irreducible FS-module M. It follows from Proposition 5.4.11 of 
[K-L] and the inequality (1) that M is quasiequivalent to the natural 
FS-module of dimension m and k34. Thus, a=m\ 
The FS-module V can be constructed as follows. Let U=V (of) with a 
GF(q'')-basis {u^,...,uj, and consider the natural rLJq'^)-action on the 
twisted tensor product There exists a GF(q'^)-basis 
S of U®U^^^®...®U'''' such that FLJq'') acts on the GF(q)-span W 
of ®; for example, if k=2, then we can take 
S={u®u., u.®u.+u.®u., l^h^m and l^i<i^m} , 
^ h h i j j i i j j i j j ' 
where M is a fixed element of GF(q^)\GF(q). Let n be the GF(q)-semilinear 
representation of FLJq'^) corresponding to the natural rLJq'^)-action 
on W, and denote the images of SLJq'') and rLJq"^) under rr by E and F, 
respectively. We note that, for all weW and CeGF(q'')*, w(CIJ=A'(C)w , 
k - i 
where .V:^  i—> C is the norm map from GF(q )* onto GF(q)*; 
and thus n satisfies T r ( Z ( G L J q ' ^ ) ) ) = Z ( G L ( W , F ) ) . Moreover , we have that 
PSLJq'^)=Z:spsL(W,F)=PSL^k(q) and r^PFLJq'^) is the normalizer of Z 
in PrL(W,F). 
We identify V with W and the representation p:SLJq'^) —> GL(V,F) with 
the restriction of the representation nTLJq^) rL(W,F) to SLJq''). 
Hence, we may identify L and N with Z and F, respectively. 
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We shall consider the number of F-orbits on the 1-spaces of W, or 
equivalently, the number of rLJq'^)-orbits on the non-zero vectors of W. 
By 3.1(iv), there are at most three rLJq'^)-orbits on W\{0}. 
(i) Case k=2 (m^2y Let g=(a.peGLJq^) and denote by g the image of g 
under the field automorphism of GLJq^) induced by the q-power map on 
GF(q^). Each element w of can uniquely be expressed as 
w=z7,u.®v. 1=1 1 ) 
for some v eU (i=l,...,m). Let us assume that dim^^, 2 <v,,...,v >=i, 
• GF(q ) 1 m 
where l ^ m . By applying g to the above equation, we obtain 
wg=2,.,(U|gMv,g)=Z,„(J:j.,a|.u.)®(v.g) 
Regarding the v. (i=l,...,m) as row vectors, the rank of the mxm matrix 
(v^,...,vj^ is equal to 1, by our assumption. Hence, the rank of the 
matrix g^(v^g,...,v^g)^ also equals i, and thus 
It follows that u ®u,, u ®u,+u ®u,, . . . , u ®u,+u ®u,+...+u ®u belong 
\ \ \ \ d c i l 2 2 m m ^ 
to distinct rLJq^)-orbits on W. Therefore, m must be either 2 or 3. 
Let m=2. Then a=4 and L=PQ^(q), contrary to 3.1(i). However, we pursue 
this case further in order to set up some notation and to establish a 
few results for later use. 
Now, PSLg(q^)=n^(q) and the natural action of PSLg(q^) on W is 
equivalent to the natural action of n^(q) on a 4-dimensional orthogonal 
space V over GF(q) with a standard basis {e^,f^,x,y} such that u^ ®u^  and 
Ug®Ug correspond to e^  and f^, respectively, under this equivalence. 
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By Lemma 2.10.5(ii) of [K-L], n^(q) has exactly q orbits on y\{0} 
with representatives e^+Cf^, where CeGF(q) , and so the SLg(q^)-orbits 
on W\{0} are represented by for C^GF(q). Furthermore, the 
orbits with CO clearly merge under the action of GLg(q^). Consequently, 
there are exactly two GLg(q^)-orbits on W\{0} with representatives u^ ®u^  
and u^®u^+ug®ug. Let us denote these orbits by and , respectively. 
We want to develop a convenient shorthand notation for the elements 
of W. Let E=GF(q^) and denote by ^ for any C in E. If weW, then we 
can write 
w = a^(u^®u^) + a^Cu^su^) + b (^u^®ug+ug®u )^ + 
= a^(u^®u^) + a^Cu^su^) + b(u^®u2) + F(u2®u^) 
for some elements a. and b. (i=l,2) of F and b=b^+bgfi belonging to E. 
Thus, with the obvious tensor multiplication, w can be expressed as 
w = u®(Au^) , 
where u=(u^ u^) and A is the coefficient matrix defined by 
A = 
Moreover, since A^=A, we simply write in our shorthand 
Conversely, each such triangle of coefficients with a.eF (i=l,2) and 
beE uniquely specifies an element of W. 




(u^®u^)y = 1^  vy(a) aF 
AXb) 
(u^®u^+ug»ug)y = I vy(a)+vy(d) aE+de 
^(b)+7V(e) 
It easily follows from (6) that 
I 1 =qW-i)(q^-i)/q^(q^-i)(q+i)=(q'^-i)/(q+i). 
Therefore, I I = I W\{0} I -1A J =q(q^-l)/(q+1), which implies that 




Now, we set m=3. As in the preceding case, an element w of W can 
uniquely be expressed as a triangle of coefficients 
w = 
where a.eF and b.eE (i=l,2,3). 
Let y be an element of GL (q^) such that 
y = 
' a b c ' 
d e f 
. g h i ^ 
for some a,...,ieE, and let w.=S.;[^u.®u. for j=l,2,3. Then we have that 
w^y = A (^a) aF ac 
A^b) be 
f ( c ) 
(9) 
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We show that given any non-zero element w of W we have that w=w.y 
for some yeGLj(q^) and je{l,2,3}. 
Let us choose y such that (ae-bd)*0, g=h=0 and i*0. Then the right-
hand side of (11) becomes 
A'(a)+^(d) aF+de ] ' a b ' T ' c " 
^(b)+^(e) j [ r j 
vy(c)+vy(f )+vy(i) 
For fixed elements a, b, d and e of GF(q^) such that (ae-bd)*0 , the 
matrix ( ! 3^ represents an invertible GF(q^)-linear transformation 
on V (q ), and thus 
' a b " T ' c 
d e , J . 
is an arbitrary 2x1 matrix over GF(q ) for an arbitrary choice of c and f 
in GF(q^). Now, we fix c and f. Since i is an arbitrary element of 
GF(q^)*, A'(i) is an arbitrary element of GF(q)*, and so 
{^(c)+^(f), vy(c)+vy(f)+A (^i)l ieGF(q^)*}=GF(q). 





where aeGF(q) and P^,^2^GF(q ) are arbitrary elements. 
Next, we choose 56GF(q^)* with A^(5)=-l, and set g=5d, h=5e and i*5f 
(equivalently F+Sl^O) taking again (ae-bd)*0. Then the right-hand side of 
(11) becomes 
(12) ' a b ' T c 
. d e ^ . f+Sl , 
A^(c)+>/(f)+A^(i) 
k-1 
Fix C=r+6reGF(q^)*. Then, denoting the trace map v h 
from GF(q'^) onto GF(q) by 3", we have that ^(f)+^(i)=3'(Cf)--^(?), which is 
an arbitrary element of GF(q) for an arbitrary choice of f in GF(q^). 
Similarly, setting g=5a, h=8b and i*5c (with 5 as before and ae-bd*0), 
the right-hand side of (11) becomes 
^(d) de 1 ' a b " T ' C+Si ' 
1 . d e . [ T J 
A^(c)+y/(f)+yy^(i) 
(13) 
Further, fixing ^=c+5reGF(q^)*, we see as above that vV(c)+A'(i) is an 
arbitrary element of GF(q) for an arbitrary choice of c in GF(q^). 
Therefore, from (12) and (13) we obtain all elements of W\{0} of the 
form 




where aeGF(q) and are arbitrary elements subject to the 
restriction that /S^  and <3^  are not both zero. 
Moreover, setting c=d=e=0 and f*0 with ah-bg^O, we obtain from (10) 
all elements of W\{0} of the form 
where a is an arbitrary non-zero element of GF(q). Also, setting c=0 in 
(9) yields all elements of the form 
Now, by the case where m=2 (see (6) and (7) above), it remains to 
obtain the elements of W\{0} of the form 
1 0 0 1^1 
\ 0 1^2 
1 a 
where aeGF(q) and (3^,P2^GF(q ), not all of them zero. 
Let d=5a, e=5b and f*ac with 6 as before and ah-bg#0. Then the right-
hand side of (10) reads 




and hence, by the above, we obtain all elements of the form 
1 0 0 
\ 0 
a 
where aeGF(q) and are arbitrary elements subject to the 
restriction that j3^  and jS^  are not both zero. 
Finally, setting a=b=0 and c O in (9) yields the elements of the form 
0 0 0 
\ 0 0 
a 
where a is an arbitrary non-zero element of GF(q). 
Thus, we have shown that there are exactly three rL^(q^)-orbits on 
W\{0} with representatives u^ ®u^  , u^ ®u^ +ug®ug and u^®u^+ug®ug+u^®u .^ 
Let us denote these orbits by A ,^ and A ,^ respectively, and compute 
the orbit sizes. From (9) it is easily seen that 
I i=q^(q^-i)(q'^-i)(q^-i)/q^q'^-i)(q^-i)(q+i) 
==(q^-i)/(q+i)=(q^-i)(q^-q+i)-
Elementary calculations show that yeGL^(q ) fixes u^ ®u^ +ug®ug if and 
only if y is of the form 
0 ' 
0 
* * * 
where y'eGL^Cq ) fixes u^ ®u^ +ug®ug. Hence, using (8), we deduce that 
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=q(q^-i)(q^+i)(q^-q+i)-
It follows that lA |=q^(qM)(q^+l)(q-l). 
(ii) Case k=3 (m^2'). Let geGL (q^). Each element w of 
can uniquely be expressed as 
m 
» m w=Z. ,u.®v. 1=1 1 1 
for some v.eU®U (i=l,...,m). If dimg|.^ ^3^<v ,^...,v^>=£ , where l ^ m , 
and 
wg=(Zj^u.®v.)g=Z.;^u.®v; 
for some v!eU®U (i=l,...,m), then, by an argument similar to that used 
in case (i), we have that 
We can choose a GF(q^)-basis B for such that Uj®u,®u. 
(i=l,...,m) and u^ ®u^ ®ug+u^ ®ug®u^ +ug®u^ ®u^  are members of ® and r L J q ) 
acts on the GF(q)-span W of B. Hence, u^ ®u^ ®u^ , u^ ®u^ ®u^ +ug®ug®ug, . . . , 
u ®u ®u,+...+u ®u ®u belong to distinct TL (q^)-orbits on W, by the 
i l l m m m ^ ^ ^ 
above. Therefore, m must be either 2 or 3. 
Let m=2. We set w =^u^ ®u^ ®u^  , Wg=u^ ®u^ ®u^ +ug®ug®ug and w^=u^ ®u^ ®ug+ 
u^ ®ug®u^ +ug®u^ ®u^  , and denote the rLg(q^)-orbits containing these 
elements by A ,^ A^  and A ,^ respectively. Also, let g= [ ] ^ ] eGLg(q^). 
Then elementary calculations show that g fixes w^ if and only if A'(a)=l 
and b=0. It follows that the order of A^  is equal to (q^+l)(q-l). 
Similarly, since g fixes w^ if and only if either a=e=0 and >V(b)= 
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^(d)=l or b=d=0 and #(a)=#(e)=l, we find that I Agl=q (q +l)(q-l) /2. 
2 2 
Moreover, if b=0, 3'(aa^d'^  )=0 and aa^e^ =1, then g fixes w^; and thus 
Hence, the order of is at most q(q'^-l). 
If q=2 or q=3, then we check that IW\{0} 1 - 1 | - | A l^ is positive and 
does not divide the order of rLg(q^). If qM, then we see that lA^KIA^I 
and IAJ + I A l^ + I A^|<IW\{0} I . Consequently, there are more than three 
rLg(q^)-orbits on W\{0} for all q^2, a contradiction. 
Let m=3. By the above, the 1-spaces <u^ ®u^ ®u^ > , <u^®u^®u t^u^oug®Ug> 
and <u^ ®u^ ®u^ +ug®ug®ug+u^ ®u^ ®u^ > belong to distinct PrL^(q^)-orbits on 
P/W). If there are exactly three PGL^(q^)-orbits on P^(W) , then we 
must have 
(q"-l)/3(q-l)=IPGL,(q')l , 
which implies that 2<logp(3)/f. But logp(3)/f is less than or equal to 
logg(3)«1.6. By this contradiction, we conclude that there are at least 
four PrL^(q^)-orbits on the 1-spaces of W, contrary to 3.1(iv). 
(iii) Case k=4 (ms:2). In this case a=m^ and one can easily verify 
that the inequality 
(q"'-l)/3(q-l)s |PrL(q')l 
is not satisfied for any values of m^2 and q^2. Therefore, the number of 
PrLJq^)-orbits on the 1-spaces of W exceeds three, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
This completes our analysis of the case where r>q. We have now dealt 
with the linear groups. 
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3.3 The unitary groups 
Let L=PSUJr). We may take m^3, since PSU2(r)=PSLg(r). In this case 
i2=SUJr) with the three exceptions listed in Theorem 5.1.4(ii) of [K-L]. 
But, by the same theorem, f/0^(JK)=SU^(r) in every case, and hence V is 
an absolutely irreducible FSU^(r)-module which cannot be realized over a 
proper subfield of F. 
By Proposition 5.4.6(ii) of [K-L], we have two cases to consider. 
(1) The case where f divides e. Let k=e/f and denote by a the graph 
automorphism of SLJr^) induced by the non-trivial symmetry on a Dynkin 
diagram of type Then, by Proposition 5.4.6(iia) of [K-L], V=V^ and 
for some irreducible FSUJr)-module M satisfying By Theorems 13.1 
and 13.3 of [St^], M is the restriction of an irreducible self-dual 
FSLJr^)-module. It follows from Case (1) of §3.2 and the inequality (1) 
that k=l, i.e. q=r, and V is quasiequivalent to the restriction of M(x), 
where and m^3, and m=4, or x=x^ and m=6. 
(i) Case A=x +A , (ms3). Let S=SU (q) and r=ru (q). In this case V 
^ ' 1 m-1—^^ 
can be constructed as follows. Let #={AeMJq^)l trace(A)=0 and A=A^}, 
where the map Ai—> A raises all entries of A to their q*"^  power, and 
define a F-action on ^ by the maps 
g 
A I—> g ' \ g and A i—> A*^  , 
where Ae^, geGUJq) and 0eAut(GF(q^)). Then # is a vector space of 
dimension m^-1 over GF(q) with a F-invariant subspace Z)={^I^| ^eGF(q^)}n^ 
(note that D={€I ICeGF(q)} if p divides m and ®={0} otherwise), and <?/» 
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is an absolutely irreducible FS-module of dimension where ee{0,l}. 
Moreover, denoting the corresponding GF(q)-semilinear representation of r 
on <?/Z) by n, we have that PSU (q)=Tr(S)^PSL(<?/Z),F) and n(rj=pru (q) 
is the normalizer of n(S) in PrL(<?/Z),F). 
We take V to be and identify the representation p:S —> GL(V,F) 
with the restriction of the representation nT —> rL(^/X>,F) to S. Hence, 
L=7r(S) and N=Tr(r). We show that there are at least four N-orbits on the 
1-spaces of V, thus contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Let mM. We first assume that p=2 and define A^=E^^+E^g+Eg^+Egg, A = 
'^ 4~^12''"^2l"'"^23"'"^32''"^34''"^43 ' Then, 
by considering the ranks and eigenvalues of the matrices concerned, we 
can see that for all r e r , (eF* and CeF, A^^CCA.+CIJ , where l^i*j^4. 
Hence, the <A.+T)> (i=l,...,4) belong to distinct F-orbits on the 1-spaces 
of 
Now assume that p is odd and define A^=E^^-Egg, Ag=E^^+jLt(E^g+Eg^)-
^22 ' '^3~^12'''^2l''"^13'^^3l"'"^23"''^32 '^ 4~^12'''^ 2l"'"^23'''^ 32"'"^34'*'^ 43 ' 
where neF* such that ju^+l is a non-square element of F* (such an element 
exists for all q-3). Then, just as above, we can see that the 1-spaces 
<A.+2)> (i=l,...,4) belong to distinct F-orbits. 
Let m=3. In this case we obtain representatives <A.+2)> of distinct 
F-orbits on the 1-spaces of ^/2) by defining matrices A.e^ (i=l,...,4) 
as follows: 
If p=2, let A,=E„+E,J+E2,+E22 , A^=E„+E^^ , A^.E,;+E^,+E^^+E. 
and A,=E,^+E^,+E^^+E33. 
If p=3, let A,=(a,.) with A3=E„+m(E,2+E2,)-E 




Finally, if pK5, let A^=E^^-Egg, Ag=E^^+^(E^g+Eg^)-Egg with n as 
above, and A^.E,,+E^^-2E^,. If p=5, let A^.E„+E,^+E^,-E^^+E,;+E,, 
and note that the eigenvalues of this matrix are distinct. If p&7, let 
(ii) Case X=x^ (m=4'). In this case a=6 and L=Pn^(q), contrary to 
3.1(i). 
(iii) Case X=X, (m=6'). In this case V=M(X^) realized over GF(q) and 
a=20. This module is most conveniently described as follows. Let P be a 
parabolic subgroup of ^E^(q) of type Then P=Q:R, where Q and R are 
the unipotent radical and the Levi factor of P, respectively. The 
unipotent radical Q is a special p-group with Z(Q)=Q' elementary abelian 
of order q and Q/Z(Q) elementary abelian of order q^°. Thus, Z(Q) and 
Q/Z(Q) are vector spaces over GF(q) of dimensions 1 and 20, respectively. 
Moreover, denoting ^ ' ( R ) by K, we have that K=^Ag(q)=PSU^(q) and the 
action of K on Q/Z(Q) by conjugation is equivalent to the action of L on 
M(X^) realized over GF(q). 
Now, since the commutator [g ,^gg] is an element of Z(Q) for any g^  and 
gg belonging to Q, 
Og,2S(()),g.;fXX]))==[g,,g.,] 
defines a K-invariant symplectic form ( , ) on Q/Z(Q). Furthermore, if 
p=2, then g^eZ(Q) and z^=l for any geQ and zeZ(Q), and 
K(gZ(Q))=g^ 
defines a K-invariant quadratic form on Q/Z(Q) with ( , ) as the 
associated bilinear form. For q even, this gives an embedding of L in 
Pn(V,F)=Pngg(q), where ee{±}. Also, N is contained in PrO(V,F), by 
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Corollary 2.10.4(i) of [K-L]. But, by Lemma 2.6.l(i) of Chapter 2, 
the orders of the two PrO(V,F)-orbits on the 1-spaces of V do not divide 
the order of N, and hence there are at least four N-orbits on 
P^(V), contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Another way of looking at this module is to regard it as a 
20-dimensional L-invariant GF(q)-subspace of A^(U), where U=V^(q^). Let 
B be a Borel subgroup of L. Then, by [Li^, 2.3], V contains a unique 
1-space <v> fixed by B (<v> is called a maximal 1-space of V), and the 
stabilizer ^ is the parabolic subgroup of type Ag(q^). It follows that 
the order of the L-orbit A containing <v> is equal to (qVl)(q\ l)(q+l) . 
Moreover, it is easily seen from the description of this orbit in 
[Lig, p. 492] that A is an N-orbit, too. 
Let {u^,...,u^} be an orthonormal basis of U, and denote the GF(q^)-
subspaces <u^,ug,u^> and <u^,u^,u^> of U by and U^, respectively. 
Further, we let S=SU^(q) and consider the action of the subgroup S^xS^ 
of S on A^(U), where S.=SU^(q) acts naturally on U. for i=l,2. We can 
decompose A^(U) as the direct sum of (S^xSg)-invariant irreducible 
GF(q^)-submodules, viz. 
A^(U) = <U^ AUgAU^ > ® <U^ AU^ AU^ > © (U^A(A%g)) ® ((A%^)AUg) . (14) 
We note that S.xS. acts trivially on <u AU AU > and <u AU AU>. Let 
i d . I d 6 4 5 6 
V=V^®Vg@...®V|^ , where the V. (i=l,...,k) are (S^xSg)-invariant irreducible 
GF(q)-submodules of V with dim(V^)^dim(V2)^...^dim(V|^). Then, by Lemma 
2.10.2(ii) of [K-L], the GF(q^)(S^xSg)-module V.®GF(q^) is a direct sum 
of equidimensional irreducible (S^xSg)-modules occurring in (14) for 
each i=l,...,k. Hence, V^®GF(q )^=<u^AUgAu^> and Vg®GF(q )^=<u^AUgAu^>, 
and thus V^®Vg is a 2-dimensional GF(q)-subspace of V contained in 
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the GF(q^)-space <u^ AUgAUg, u^Au^Au^> all of whose elements are fixed 
by S^xSg. 
Now, we assume that q is odd. Then elementary calculations show that 
Stabg(V^)=<S^xSg,-l6>. 
It follows that the order of the L-orbit containing is equal to 
q'(q^+l)(q^-l)(q^+l)/2. Moreover, is clearly an N-orbit, too. Finally, 
we check that IP^(V)I-IAl-IAJ does not divide INI, and so there are 
more than three N-orbits on P^(V), contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(2) The case where f divides 2e, but f does not divide e. In this case 
f is even and 2e/f is odd. Let k=2e/f. Then, by Proposition 5.4.6(iib) 
of [K-L], and 
for some irreducible FSUJr)-module M satisfying M^M^. Using [St^, §13], 
Case (1) of §3.2 and the inequality (1), it follows that k=l, i.e. q=r^, 
and V is quasiequivalent to the restriction of M(X), where X=X^  and m^3, 
or X=Xg and m^5. 
(i) Case x=x^ (m^3'). Here a=m and L=PSU^(q^^^), contrary to 3.1(i). 
(ii) Case (m^5). In this case we have that VsA^(U), where U=VJr^) 
2 with a GF(r )-basis {u^,...,uj; and we identify the representation 
piSUJr) GL(V,F) with the restriction of the natural GF(r^)-semilinear 
representation n i r u j r ) rL(A^(U),F) to SUJr). Hence, N=Tr(rUJr))Z, 
where Z=Z(GL(V,F)), and so INI = i r U J r ) l . 
Let m=5. By Proposition 3.2 above, there are exactly two rLg(r^)-orbits 
A^  and Ag on A^(U)\{0} with representatives u^AU^ and U^AU^+U^AU^, 
respectively. It is readily seen that g=(a..)eGLg(r^) fixes u^Au^ if and 
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only if and a^^=a^^=a^g=agg=ag^=agg=0. It follows that 
the orders of and are equal to (r^°-l)(rVl) and r^(r^°-l)(r^-l), 
respectively. Since neither LAJ nor LA^ I divides INI, we conclude that 
there are at least four N-orbits on V\{0}, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Let m=6 or m=7. Now, by Proposition 3.2, there are exactly three 
rLJr^)-orbits on A\U)\{0}. Moreover, from p. 52, the orbit containing 
u^ AUg has order (r^"'-l)(r^"'^-l)/(r^-l), which is not a divisor of INI. 
Consequently, N has at least four orbits on V\{0}, contrary to 3.1(iv). 
Let m^S. Then the number of N-orbits on V\{0} again exceeds three, 
by Proposition 3.2, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
This completes our analysis of the unitary groups. 
3.4 The symplectic groups 
Let L=PSpgJr). We may take m^2, since PSpg(r)=PSLg(r). Also, we note 
that Sp^(2)=S^ is not simple. By Theorem 5.1.4(ii) of [K-L], V is an 
absolutely irreducible FSpgJr)-module which cannot be realized over a 
proper subfield of F. Thus, by Proposition 5.4.6(i) of [K-L], f divides e 
and there is an irreducible FSpg^(r)-module M such that 
where k=e/f. 
If k>l, then we deduce from Proposition 5.4.11 of [K-L] and the 
inequality (1) that k=2, i.e. r=q^, and M is quasiequivalent to the 
natural FSp (q^)-module of dimension 2m. As in Case (2) of §3.2, we may 2m\ 
identify V with W and the representation piSp^Jq^) —» GL(V,F) with the 
F-representation induced by the natural SpgJq^)-action on W. But, by 
the argument on p. 62, there are at least four N-orbits on V\{0}, since 
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dim(M)=2mM. This contradicts 3.1(iv). 
Hence, we may assume that r=q. Thus , F is a splitting field for 
Sp2jr), by Proposition 5.4.4 of [K-L]. Moreover, the inequality (1) 
implies that 
2 
a ^ 2m +m+l if m^3 or p is odd, 
12 if m=p=2. 
Let S=SpgJq), r=rspgjq) , and let U be a 2m-dimensional symplectic 
space over GF(q) with a standard basis {e^,...,e^,f^,...,fJ relative to 
a non-degenerate symplectic form ( , ) on U. Furthermore, let 
be the fundamental dominant weights corresponding to a system of 
fundamental roots with a Dynkin diagram of type C^, and denote 
the unique irreducible iFS-module with highest weight A by M(X). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.7 of [LiJ and Proposition 5.4.2(i) of [K-L], 
V is quasiequivalent to M(X) for one of the weights X listed in Table 4 
below. 
Table 4 
X M(A) dim(M(x)) Conditions 
U 2m 
section of A^(U) m(2m-l)-l if plm 
^ m(2m-l)-2 if pim 
s section of A^(U) 14 m=3, p odd 
2 X , S'(U) 2m ^ +m p odd 
A 
m 
spin module 2"" 3^m^6, p=2 
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(i) Case x=x^. Here a=2m and L=PSp^(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
(ii) Case A=x„. In this case V=M(A.g), which is isomorphic to a section 
of A^(U). This module can be constructed as follows. Let r act naturally 
on the (2m^-m-l)-dimensional subspace 
W=<u^ AUgI u.eU (i=l,2) such that (u^,ug)=0> 
of A^(U), and define 
Y = 
' <w> if p divides m, 
{0} if p does not divide m, 
where w=Z.^^e.Af.=(Z.^^e.)A(Z.™^f.) - Z.^.e .Af. . Then Y is a T-invariant 
subspace of W and W/Y is an irreducible iFS-module isomorphic to M(Ag). 
We identify V with W/Y, and thus 
a = 
m(2m-l)-l if p does not divide m, 
m(2m-l)-2 if p divides m. 
Let m^5. For j=l,...,4, let w^.=Z.^^e.AfBy the proof of Proposition 
3.2 above, it is easily seen that the <w.+Y> (j=l,...,4) belong to 
distinct N-orbits on the 1-spaces of V, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Let m=4. Here we let w =e A e „ w =e A e + e A e , , w =e,Ae,+e A e , + f , A f , 
l i d d I d 6 H j 1 Z 3 4 1 2 
and w^=e^Aeg+e^Ae^+f^Af^+f^Af .^ If p is odd, then V=W; and, by the proof 
of Proposition 3.2, the 1-spaces <w> (j=l,...,4) belong to distinct 
N-orbits, contradicting 3.1(iv). Hence, we may take p=2. Then a=26 and the 
exceptional group F^(q) embeds in Og^(q), by Proposition 5.4.13 of [K-L]. 
Moreover, the representation induced by the natural S-action on W/Y 
embeds Spg(q) in F^(q). To describe this embedding, let $ be a root 
system of type F^ with a fundamental root system and 
longest root a^. Then, denoting the root subgroup of F^(q) corresponding 
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to ae$ by X , we have that 
<Xj^ li=0,l,2,3> « Cj(q) . Sp3(q) . 
i 
Therefore, L is embedded in PO(V,F); and thus, by Corollary 2.10.4(i) of 
[K-L], N is contained in PrO(V,F). But, by Lemma 2.6.l(i) of Chapter 2, 
the orders of the two PrO(V,F)-orbits on P^(V) do not divide the order 
of N, and so o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Let m=3. If p=2, then a=14 and V=M(Xg)=V(x^), where V(Xg) is the 
corresponding Weyl module for S (see [Li^, p. 428]). By [Se^, §2], there 
is an S-invariant quadratic form on V(A ), and hence L embeds in PO(V,F). 
As above, we deduce that N^PrO(V,F) and that o(N)M. Thus, we may assume 
that p is odd. Since V is self-dual, by Proposition 5.4.3 of [K-L], it 
follows from Lemmas 78 and 79 of [StJ that L is contained in PO(V,F), 
and so N^PrO(V,F). If p=3, then a=13 and there are exactly three 
PrO(V,F)-orbits on P^(V). Further, the orbit of singular 1-spaces has 
order (q^^-l)/(q-l), which is not a divisor of INI. Hence , o(N)M, 
contrary to 3.1(iv). If p^5, then a=14 and there are exactly two 
PrO(V,F)-orbits on P^(V) with orbit sizes not dividing INI. Thus, o(N)s:4, 
contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Finally, let m=2. If p=2, then a=4 and L=PSp^(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
If p is odd, then a=5 and L=PSp^(q)=ng(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
(iii) Case X=X, (m=3, p odd). In this case V=M(X^). Let r act naturally 
on A^(U), and define 
W=<u^ AUgAUgI u.eU (i =1,2,3) such t h a t <u^,ug,u^> is a totally 
i s o t r o p i c 3-space of U>. 
Then, by [Li^, p. 429], W is a F-invariant irreducible submodule of A^(U) 
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of dimension 14, and W is isomorphic to M(k^) when p is odd. Hence, we 
identify V with W. By Case (liii) of §3.2, the 1-spaces <q^ag^aq^>, 
<e^ACgAe^+f^^fg^f2>, <e^AegAe^+e^Af^ Af^ > and <e^Ae^Af^ +e^Af^ Ae^+f^ AegAe^> 
belong to distinct N-orbits on P /V) , contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(iv) Case A=2X^ (p odd). In this case V=M(2A^)=S^(U), and so the 
representation p of S on V is induced by the natural S-action on S^(U). 
By Case (liv) of §3.2, there are at least four N-orbits on V\{0}, since 
dim(U)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(v) Case (3:^m^6, p=2"). In this case V is a spin module of 
dimension 2'" (see [K-L, pp. 195-7] for a description of spin modules). 
By Proposition 5.4.9(i) of [K-L], the spin representation p:L GL(V,F) 
embeds L in n(V,F)=n^m(q); and, as before, we deduce that N^PrO(V,F). 
Since a is even, there are exactly two PrO(V,F)-orbits on P^(V), viz. the 
sets and of singular and non-singular 1-spaces, respectively. If m=5 
or m=6, then neither LA^ I nor LA^ I divides INI, whence o(N)M , contrary 
to 3.1(iv). 
Let m=4. By Appendix 3 of [L-P-S^], there are exactly three L-orbits 
on P^(V) with sizes (qVl)(q\l)(q^+l)(q+l) , q^(q®-l)(q^+l)(q+l) and 
q^(q^-l). Also, o(N)=3, since the L-orbit sizes are distinct. 
Finally, let m=3. Let <u> and <v> be a singular and non-singular 
1-space of V, respectively. By Lemma 2.8 of [LiJ, there are exactly two 
L-orbits on P^(V). Furthermore, L^^ ^ is a parabolic subgroup of type 
Ag(q), and thus I.^ ^ contains a subgroup {diag(jiI^,Ai'^I^)l jieF*} which 
acts transitively on <u>. Hence, L is transitive on the singular vectors 
of V\{0}. Since L^^ ^ acts trivially on <v>, we obtain examples of 
subgroups of N containing L with exactly three orbits on V\{0}: for 
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example, ZSp^(4) has exactly two orbits on non-singular vectors and 
is transitive on (non-zero) singular vectors. 
This completes our analysis of the symplectic groups. 
3.5 The orthogonal groups 
(1) The case where L=Pn^^ ,^(r). 
Let L=Png^^(r) with r odd. We may take since Png(r)=PSLg(r) and 
Pn^(r)=PSp^(r). In this case f=Sping^^(r). Since V is an absolutely 
irreducible Ff-module which cannot be realized over a proper subfield of 
IF and 1 is simply connected, we have, by Proposition 5.4.6(i) of [K-L], 
that f divides e and 
where M is an irreducible FiS-module and k=e/f. 
Let be the fundamental dominant weights corresponding to a 
system of fundamental roots of type and denote the unique irreducible 
Ff-module with highest weight A by M(x). 
Now, it easily follows from Proposition 5.4.13 of [K-L] and the 
inequality (1) that k=l, i.e. r=q. Moreover, the inequality (1) implies 
that a^2m^+m+l; and hence, by Proposition 5.4.11 of [K-L], V is 
quasiequivalent to M(A), where A is A,^ , or A^  with m^6. 
(i) Case A=A .^ Here a=2m+l and L=Pn^(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
(ii) Case A=A .^ In this case V=M(A^)=A^(U), where U=Vg^^(q) with 
a GF(q)-basis {u^, . . . , u^^J ; and we identify the representation 
embedding L in PGL(V,F) with the restriction of the natural projective 
3„,(q) ^ PrL(A\u),F) to F-semilinear representation Tr:PrO ( —^  ( ^(U),F Pn (q) 
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Thus, N=n(PrO^,(q)). 
Let m=3. By Proposition 3.2 above, PrL^(q) has exactly three orbits 
on the 1-spaces of A^(U). Furthermore, from p. 52, the order of the orbit 
containing <u^ AUg> is equal to (q^-l)(q^-l)/(q^-l)(q-l), which does not 
divide the order of N. Hence, o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
If mM, then, by Proposition 3.2, there are again at least four 
N-orbits on P^(V), contrary to 3.1(iv). 
(iii) Case (3^m^6'). Here V is a spin module of dimension 2"*. 
If m=3, then the spin representation embeds L in n(V,F)=ng(q), by 
Proposition 5.4.9(i) of [K-L]. By Case (3) of (2d) in [Li^], L is 
transitive on the set of (q^-l)(q^+l)/(q-l) singular 1-spaces of V, and 
L has exactly two orbits on the non-singular 1-spaces, each of size 
q^(q^-l)/2, which are interchanged by an element of N. Therefore, o(L)=3 
and o(N)=2. 
If m=4, then the spin representation embeds L in n(V,F)=n^^(q). By 
Appendix 3 of [L-P-S^], L has exactly two orbits on the singular 1-spaces 
of sizes (qVl)(q\l)(q^+l)(q+l) and q^(q®-l)(qVl)(q+l), and L has 
exactly two orbits on the non-singular 1-spaces, each of size q^(q®-l)/2, 
which are interchanged by an element of N. Hence, o(L)=4 and o(N)=3. 
If m=5, then there are five L-orbits with distinct orbit sizes on 
P^(V), by Proposition 6 of [Ig]. (Note that the orbit representatives 
for the algebraic group G=Spin^^(F) given by Proposition 6 of [Ig] are 
defined over any subfield of F.) Thus, o(N)s:5, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Finally, if m=6, then L=Pn^^(q) embeds in PO^^(q) in its projective 
representation on a spin module of dimension 64. Moreover, N is contained 
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in an extension of Pn^^(q) by its diagonal and field automorphisms. 
Hence, by Case (2iii) below, we have that o(N)M , contrary to 3.1(iv). 
(2) The case where L=Pf l t j r ) . 
Let L=Pn^Jr). We may take mM, since n*(r) is cyclic, Pn^(r) is not 
simple and Pfi^(r)=PSL^(r). In this case i^^Spin^Jr). 
Let A.^ ,...,A^ be the fundamental dominant weights corresponding to a 
system of fundamental roots of type D^, and denote the unique irreducible 
Fie-module with highest weight X by M(x). 
Now, as in Case (1) above, it follows from Propositions 5.4.6(i) and 
5.4.13 of [K-L], the inequality (1) and Theorem 1.1 of [LiJ that r=q 
and V is quasiequivalent to M(x), where A. is , or with S^m^V. 
Remark. By Proposition 5.4.2(ii) of [K-L], the spin modules M(X^^) and 
M(XJ are quasiequivalent. Furthermore, if m=4, then M(X )^ and M(X )^ are 
quasiequivalent to the natural module M(X^). 
(i) Case A=X .^ In this case a=2m and L=Pn*(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
(ii) Case X=X^ . Here V=M(X^). We first suppose that p is odd. Then 
V=A^(U), where U=VgJq) with a GF(q)-basis {u^,...,ug^}; and we identify 
the representation embedding L in PGL(V,F) with the restriction of the 
natural projective F-semilinear representation niPrO^Jq) —> PrL (A^(U) ,F) 
to Pn^Jq)- Thus, n(PrO*Jq)) is a normal subgroup of N of index 1 or 3. 
By Proposition 3.2 above, the PrLgJq)-orbits A. containing the 1-spaces 
<z/^Ug.^AUg.> (i=l,...,4) of A^(U) are distinct, and we have that 
I A, I = q ' " ' 'V(q- i )n j ! , (q ' """"- i ) (q ' " ' "" - i ) / (q"- i ) 
for i=l,...,4. It easily follows that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
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We now take p=2. Then L=PngJq) embeds in PSpg^(q) in its projective 
representation on the module W/Y as defined in Case (ii) of §3.4 above. 
Moreover, N is contained in PrSp^Jq). Hence, by Case (ii) of §3.4, 
o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(iii) Case (5^m^7V Here V is a spin module of dimension 2"" \ 
Let m=5. By Lemma 2.9 of [Li^], L has exactly two orbits and on 
P^(V) with representatives 5^  and 5^, respectively. In the notation of 
[Lig, Lemma 2.9], g^=<x^ on (1) by the inverse of 
an element h^ (fi) of L=Dj(q), where |LxeGF(q)*, yields 
2(a a )/(« « ) 
0 4 = %*(% : ° : =) 
2 0 2 0 
= (M) , 
0 
since 2{a.^,a^/{a^,a^=\. Hence, Lg is transitive on 5^. Furthermore, 
^2"^y^GF(q) N^(<y>)/C^(y)=Zq_^, by [Li^, p. 496]. Thus, Lg acts 
transitively on S^ - We conclude that p{£) has exactly two orbits on 
V\{0}, contradicting our assumption that o(Gg)=3. 
Let m=6. If p is odd, then there are four L-orbits with distinct orbit 
sizes on P^(V), by Proposition 3 of [Ig]. Hence, o(N)2:4, contradicting 
3.1(iv). If p=2, then the spin representation embeds L in n(V,F)=n*^(q), 
by Proposition 5.4.9(ii) of [K-L]; and, as usual, we have that N^PrO(V,F). 
But, by Lemma 2.6.1 (i) of Chapter 2, the orders of the two PrO(V,F)-orbits 
on P^(V) do not divide INI, and so o(N)M, contrary to 3.1(iv). 
Finally, let m=7. Here it can be shown using the techniques of [Po] 
that the spinors (in the notation of [Po]) 1, l+e^e^e^e^ , l+e^e^e^e^e^e^ 
and l+e^e^e^e^+e^e^e^e^e^e^ belong to distinct JK-orbits on V\{0}, and 
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the stabilizers of these spinors in ^ have distinct orders (see 
Propositions 3, 8, 4 and 9 of [Po]). Therefore, O(GQ)M, contradicting 
3.1(iv). 
(3) The case where L=PnI CrV 
Let L=PngJr). We may take mM, since ng(r) is cyclic, PO^(r)=PSLg(r^) 
and Pn^(r)=PSU^(r). In this case iSsSpin^Jr). 
Let us define the weights X. (i=l,...,m) and modules M(x) as in Case 
(2) above. Then it follows from Propositions 5.4.6(ii) and 5.4.13 of 
[K-L], the inequality (1), [St^, §13] and Theorem 1.1 of [LiJ that V is 
l Y S n i n 
2m^  
1 2 ^ " "m 
with 4^m^6. 
Remark. By Proposition 5.4.2(iii) of [K-L], the restrictions of the spin 
modules M(A^^) and M(kJ are quasiequivalent Ff-modules. 
(i) Case (q=r). Here a=2m and L=Pn^(q), contrary to 3.1(i). 
(ii) Case (q=r). By an argument similar to that used in Case 
(2ii) above, we see that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(iii) Case A=X ("q=r^, 4^m^6). In this case L=Pn' (r) embeds in 
quasiequivalent to the restriction of an irreducible GF(q)Spi ,Jr^) 
module M(A), where either q=r and X is A or X , or q=r^ and A is X 
Pn^Jr^) in its projective representation on a spin module V of dimension 
2"" ^ over GF(r^). Moreover, N is contained in the normalizer of PO* (r^) 
in PrL(V,F). 
Let m=4. Then a=8 and N^PrO(V,lF)=PrOg(r^). By Theorem 6.6 of [Cu], 
the stabilizer in L of a maximal 1-space <v> of V is a parabolic subgroup 
of type Ag(r), whence the order of the N-orbit A containing <v> is equal 
to (rVl)(r^+l)(rVl)(r+l). If A is the set of all singular 1-spaces of 
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V, then IA^l-IA| is not a divisor of INI, and thus there are at least 
three N-orbits on A .^ Since N has at least one further orbit on the 
non-singular 1-spaces, we conclude that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Let m=5. By Lemma 2.9 of [LiJ, Pn*^(r^) has exactly two orbits A^  , A^  
on P / V ) of sizes (r®+l)(rVl)(r'+l)(r'+l) and 
respectively. Since lAJ and lA I^ do not divide INI, we have that o(N)M, 
contradicting 3.1(iv). 
Finally, let m=6. In this case o(N)M, by Case (2iii) above, contrary 
to 3.1(iv). 
This completes our analysis of the orthogonal groups. We have now 
dealt with all the families of simple classical groups over finite fields 
of characteristic p. 
3.6 The exceptional groups of Lie type 
In this section we deal with the cases where L=L(r) is a simple 
exceptional group of Lie type over GF(r). If L^^ is the simply connected 
group corresponding to L, then by Theorem 5.1.4(ii) of [K-L]. 
Hence, V is an absolutely irreducible FL^^-module which cannot be realized 
over a proper subfield of F. 
For each Te{Gg,F^,E^,E^,Eg,D^,Bg} , let be a system of 
fundamental roots of type T with the nodes of the associated Dynkin 
diagram labelled as in [K-L, p. 180], and let X ,^...,A.^  be the 
corresponding fundamental dominant weights. Also, we denote the unique 
irreducible FL^^-module with highest weight X by M(X). Then it follows 
from Propositions 6, 7, 12 and 13 of [K-L, §5.4] and the inequality (1) 
that V is quasiequivalent to M(A) for one of the weights A listed in 
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Table 5 below. 
Table 5 
L q X M(X) dim(M(X)) 
G,(t) r minimal 
r adjoint 
\ ( r ) r minimal 7 
F,(r) r minimal 
r adjoint 52-266 , 
PF2 
\ ( r ) r minimal 26 
E,(r) r minimal 27 
r adjoint 
\ ( r ) r minimal 27 
r adjoint 78-^,3 
E / r ) r s minimal 56 
r adjoint 133-5^, 
Ea(r) r minimal 248 
3 minimal 8 
r adjoint 28-26 , 
P/2 
\ ( r ) r minimal 4 
Remark. If L is 'o^Cr), %(r ) , E^(r), \ ( r ) , 'D^(r) or 'B^Cr), then 
M(A,^ ) and M(XJ are quasiequivalent FL^^-modules. 
(1) The case where L=G^(r') with r^3. 
(i) Case A=X .^ In this case V is the minimal module for L. If p is 
odd, then a=7 and L^Pn(V,F)=n^(r), by Proposition 5.4.13 of [K-L]. 
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From [Klg, p. 41], L has exactly two orbits on the non-singular 1-spaces 
of V of sizes r ^ ( r \ l ) / 2 and r^(r^-l)/2. Furthermore, by [Li^, 2.3], 
the stabilizer in L of a maximal 1-space <v> of V is a parabolic subgroup 
of type A^(r), whence the order of the L-orbit containing <v> is equal to 
(r^-l)/(r-l), and so L is transitive on the singular 1-spaces of V. Thus, 
o(L)=o(N)=3. 
If p=2, then a=6 and L^Sp(V,F)=Sp^(r), by Proposition 5.4.13 of [K-L]. 
Moreover, by Hering's theorem (see Appendix 1 of [LiJ), L is transitive 
on V\{0}, contradicting our assumption that o(Gjj)=3. 
(ii) Case A=X .^ In this case V is the adjoint module for L. If p=3, 
then a=7 and V=M(Ag)=M(A^)° ,^ where cr is a graph automorphism of L. Thus, 
we may take p*3. Then a=14 and L^PO(V,F), by Lemmas 78 and 79 of [St^] 
for p odd and by [Se^, §2] for p=2. Since the two PrO(V,F)-orbits on P^(V) 
have sizes not dividing INI, we conclude that o(N)M, contrary to 3.1(iv). 
(2) The case where L=^G^(r) with r=3 '^^ *^ and k^l . 
Here we can take V to be the minimal module for L. Hence, a=7 and 
L:^Gg(r):sn^(r). Since the number of singular 1-spaces of V does not divide 
INI, we have that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(3) The case where L=F^(r). 
(i) Case A=X .^ Here a=25 if p=3 and a=26 if p*3. By [C-C, B.l], 
there are at least four L-orbits with distinct orbit sizes on P^(V). Thus, 
o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(ii) Case In this case V is the adjoint module for L. If p=2, 
then a=26 and V=M(;\.^)=M(xJ°^, where cr is a graph automorphism of L. 
Thus, we may take p*2. Then a=52 and L£PO(V,F), by [St^]. Using Lemma 
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2.6.l(i) of Chapter 2, we deduce that o(N)s:4, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(4) The case where L=^F_ (^'r') with r=2 '^^ '^ ^ and k^l. 
Here we can take V to be the minimal module for L. Hence, a=26 and 
L^F^(r)^PO(V,lF) , by Proposition 5.4.13 of [K-L]. As usual, it follows 
that o(N)M, contrary to 3.1(iv). 
(5) The case where L=EJr ) . 
(i) Case In this case V is the minimal module for L and a=27. 
By Lemma 5.4 of [L-S^], N has exactly three orbits A. (i=l,2,3) on P^(V) 
of sizes (r^^-l)(r'-l)/(r^-l)(r-l) , r^(r^^-l)(r'-l)(r^-l)/(r^-l)(r-l) and 
r^^(r'-l)(r^-l), respectively. 
(ii) Case In this case V is the adjoint module for L and a is 
77 (p=3) or 78 (p''3). From [SeJ and [StJ, we see that L^PO(V,F) ; and 
so o(N)M, by the usual argument, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(6) The case where L=^E^(r). 
(i) Case In this case V is the minimal module M(x^) for L of 
dimension 27 over GF(r^). By [K-L, pp. 202-3], L^E^(r^)^PSL(V,F) and 
N is contained in the normalizer of E^(r^) in PrL(V,F). Thus, the A. 
(i=l,2,3) are distinct N-invariant domains on P^(V), by Case (5i) above. 
Moreover, since IA^|=r^\r^^-l)(r^°-l) does not divide INI, we conclude 
that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(ii) Case X=X .^ In this case L acts on the adjoint module M(xp for 
E^(r^), and the corresponding representation of L is realized over GF(r). 
Hence, L is contained in the subfield subgroup PO^(r) of PO^(r^), where 
ae{77,78}; and so L embeds in PO(V,F). Using Lemma 2.6.1(i) of Chapter 2, 
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we can easily show that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(7) The case where L=EJr ) . 
(i) Case A.=A.,. In this case a=56 and o(N)=5, by Lemma 4.3 of [L-S^], 
contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(ii) Case X=X .^ Let d be the Lie algebra of E^(r), which is of 
dimension 133 over GF(r), and denote the ((2,r)-l)-dimensional centre of 
d by Z. In this case V is the adjoint module for L, so we may identify V 
with d/Z. The extended Dynkin diagram of L is 
* 4 * 7 
0 . . . 0 o 0 0 0 0 
"2 
where is the longest root. Using the notation of [CaJ, let v=e^ +Z, 
0 
w=h^ +H, and denote the L-orbits on P^(V) containing <v> and <w> by 
0 
and Ag, respectively. We note that A^  and A^  are distinct orbits, for e^ 
is a nilpotent element whereas h^ is a semisimple element of d, and the 
0 
L-action on d preserves the sets of nilpotent and semisimple elements, 
respectively. Moreover, <v> is a maximal 1-space of V, and thus the 
stabilizer L^^ ^ is a parabolic subgroup of type D^(r), by [Li^, 2.3]. 
Further, we can see that L^^^^D^(r). Now, let us define d=d(r)=IP^(V)l-
IAJ-IA^l. Since d>0 for all r, L has at least three orbits on P^(V). 
If there are exactly three L-orbits, then d is an orbit size; and, by 
Theorem 2 of [Ne], d<IAJx|A2l, which is certainly not the case. By this 
argument, we conclude that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(8) The case where L=E^('r'). 
In this case V is the minimal module for L. Hence, a=248 and L^P0(V,IF), 
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by Proposition 5.4.13 of [K-L]. As usual, it follows that o(N)2:4, contrary 
to 3.1(iv). 
(9) The case where L=^D^("r'). 
(i) Case X=X .^ Here a=8, q=r^ and L embeds in D^(r^)sPng(r^) in 
its natural projective action on V. Therefore, L^Pn(V,F) and we deduce 
that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(ii) Case In this case L acts on the adjoint module M(Xg) 
for D^(r^), and the corresponding representation of L is realized over 
GF(r). If p is odd, then a=28 and ^D^(r)^D^(r^)^P02g(r^) , by [St^]; 
and so L is contained in the subfield subgroup POgg(r). If p=2, then a=26 
and L embeds in F^(r) in its action on the adjoint module (which is a 
minimal module for F^(r) when r is even); whence, by Proposition 5.4.13 
of [K-L], we obtain L:sF^(r):spo^^(r). Thus, L^PO(V,F) for all r. By the 
usual argument, we have that o(N)M, contradicting 3.1(iv). 
(10) The case where L=^B^(r) with r=2 '^^ *^ and k^l. 
In this case a=4, q=r and L embeds in Sp^(r) in its natural action 
on V. By Lemma 2.11 of [Li^], L has exactly two orbits on P^(V) with 
representatives a=<(0,0,l,0)> and y=<(0,l,0,0)>. If cr is the automorphism 
pk+l * 
XI—> X of GF(r), then the element r](^) of L, where jneGF(r) , maps 
(0,0,1,0) and (0,1,0,0) to (0,0,u^u^,0) and (0,jn%,0,0), respectively. 
Since the mappings and MI—> are automorphisms of the 
multiplicative group GF(r)*, we conclude that L^ and L^ are transitive 
on a and y, respectively. Hence, L also has exactly two orbits on V\{0}, 
contrary to our assumption o(Gg)=3. 
This completes our analysis of the exceptional groups of Lie type. We 
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have now dealt with all the families of simple groups of Lie type over 
finite fields of characteristic p. 
Let us now summarize our results in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let q=p* for some prime p, and let be a subgroup of 
rL^(q) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Gg is irreducible on V^(q) and G^ has exactly three orbits on 
V.(q)\{0}; 
(ii) is an ^-subgroup of PrL^(q) such that the socle L of is a 
simple group of Lie type over GF(r), where r=p®, and L is not 
PSU^(q'") or Pn^(q). 
Then one of the following cases holds (in parentheses we specify the 
action which induces the representation of L in PGL^(q)): 
(1) L=PSLJq) and a=m(m-l)/2 with m=6 or m=7 (from the action of 
SLJq) on the skew-symmetric square A^(VJq))); 
(2) L=PSLj(q^) and a=9 (from the action of SL^(q^) on the twisted 
tensor product V^(q^)®(V^(q^))^^^); 
(3) L=SpgJq) and a=2" with me{3,4} and q even (from the action of 
CJq) on a spin module); 
(4) L=ng^^(q) and a=2^ with me{3,4} and q odd (from the action of 
BJq) on a spin module); 
(5) L=Gg(q) with q odd and a=7 (from the action of Gg(q) on a minimal 
module); 
(6) L=E^(q) and a=27 (from the action of E^(q) on a minimal module). 
Conversely, in each of the above cases we have examples of subgroups 
Gg of rL^(q) satisfying (i) and (ii). For each such G^, the sizes of the 
three orbits of G^ on V^(q)\{0} (that is, the non-trivial subdegrees of 
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the corresponding rank 4 affine primitive permutation group V^(q):Gg ) 
are given in the appropriate section of the text. 
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Chapter 4 
LINEAR PRIMITIVE PERMUTATION GROUPS 
4.1 Introduction and statement of results 
In this chapter we determine up to permutation equivalence all the 
faithful primitive rank 4 permutation representations of the groups G 
satisfying PSL^(q)^G^Aut(PSL^(q)), where nX2, q=p^ for some prime p and 
(n,q)^{(2,2),(2,3)}- This is readily seen to be equivalent to the problem 
of finding all the maximal subgroups of G not containing PSL^(q) with 
exactly four double cosets in G up to inner automorphism of G. Our main 
result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a group such that PSL^(q)3G^Aut(PSLJq)), where 
(n,q)«{(2,2),(2,3)}- If (G,n) is a faithful primitive rank 4 permutation 
representation of G on a finite set n, then one of the following holds: 
(1) G^PrL^(q) with n^6, and (G,n) is permutation equivalent to the 
permutation representation of G on the set of m-dimensional 
subspaces of VJq) with m=3 or m=n-3; 
(2) G contains a graph automorphism of PSL^(q) and either 
(i) n=6 and (G,n) is permutation equivalent to the permutation 
representation of G on the set of 3-dimensional subspaces of 
V^Cq), or 
(ii) n=3 and (G,n) is permutation equivalent to the permutation 
representation of G on the set of pairs {U,W} of subspaces of 
V^(q) satisfying dim(U)=l, dim(W)=2 and U^W; 
(3) G is isomorphic to one of the groups listed in Table 6 below and 
(G,n) is permutation equivalent to the permutation representation 
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of G on the set of left (or right) cosets of a subgroup H in G. 
Table 6 
G H IG:HI c 
1 PGL2(7) 21 1 
2 p s y 8 ) Dis 28 1 
3 M^g«PSLg(9).2 36 1 
4 PrLg(9) :io::4 36 1 
5 PrL^(16) z / z . 120 1 
6 prL2(i6) (Agx2).2 68 1 
7 PSL2(19) A; 57 2 
8 PSLg(25) S; 65 2 
9 PZL2(25) Sgx2 65 2 
10 PrL2(32) Z33:Zio 496 1 
11 Ag=GL^(2) (A,xA,):2 56 1 
12 S g < } y 2 ) . 2 S;xS, 56 1 
13 PSL,(4) GL^(2) 120 3 
14 PSL^(4).2 GL^(2):2 120 3 
15 PZL^(4) GL^(2)x2 120 1 
16 PSL^(4).<(r> GL/2):2 120 1 
17 PZL^(4).<(r> GL^(2):2x2 120 1 
18 PZL^(4)=Pn^(4).<0> Sp,(4).2 1008 1 
19 Aut(PSL^(4))=PSO^(4).<0> Sp,(4).[4] 1008 1 
20 PSy5)^Pn;(5)^G^PO;(5) PSp,(5).[a] 
a=IG:Pn^(5)l 
1550 2 
In Table 6 above, c is the number of conjugacy classes of H in G, cr is 
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the inverse-transpose map and <p is the Frobenius automorphism of GF(4). 
Conversely, each permutation representation under (1), (2) and (3) is 
faithful and primitive of rank 4. In an appendix at the end of the 
chapter we give the subdegrees and the degrees of the irreducible 
constituents of the permutation characters of these permutation 
representations. 
For the remainder of this chapter we denote PSL^(q), PrL^(q) and 
Aut(PSL^(q)) by L, F and A, respectively. As in the two preceding 
chapters, Aschbacher's subgroup structure theorem plays a central role 
in the proof of Theorem 4. Before embarking upon the proof of the 
theorem, let us observe the following simple result. 
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a group such that r:£X^A and let H be a proper 
subgroup of X satisfying HL=X. Then for any subgroup G of X containing L 
the number of double cosets of H in X is less than or equal to the number 
of double cosets of HnG in G. 
Proof. By assumption every double coset of H in X can be written as 
HgH for some geL. The result follows by noting that (HnG)g(HnG) is 
contained in HgH for each geG. • 
We recall that the structures of the (^-subgroups of F are given in 
Table 1 above. In Table 7 below we list the simple socles of the 
^-subgroups M of G together with the respective orders of their 
automorphism groups for n=2,...,7 (this information is obtained from 
Chapter 5 of [Kl^]). 
4.2 Proof of Theorem 4 
Let (G,n) be a faithful primitive permutation representation of G on 
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Table 7 
n soc(M) 1 Aut(soc(M)) 1 Conditions 
2 4 120 q=±l(10), GF(q)=GF(p)[^] 
3 p s y ? ) 336 2<q=p=l ,2,4(7) 
1440 p=l,2,4,7,8,13(15), 
GF(q)=GF(p)[v^,v^ 
4 AY 5040 q=p=l ,2,4(7) 
PSU^(2) 51 840 q=p=i(6) 
5 PSLg(ll) 1320 3<q=p^l,3,4,5,9(11) 
7920 q=3 
PSU^(2) 51 840 q=p=l(6) 
6 p s y i i ) 1320 q=p=l,3,4,5,9(11) 
AY 5040 p=l,5,7,11,13,19(24), 
GF(q)=GF(p)[v^,'/31 
PSL,^) 241 920 q=p=l ,19(24) 
p s y q ) qV - l ) (q ' - l ) / (3 ,q- l ) q odd 
PSU^(3) 26 127 360 q=p=l,19(24) or q=p=7,13(24) 
7 PSU^(3) 12 096 5<q=p=l(4) 
a finite set 0 with permutation rank r(G,n)=4. If H=G^ is the stabilizer 
in G of some point aen, then H is a maximal subgroup of G not containing 
L; and, as the rank is 4, H satisfies the inequality 
iHi ^ / r m y s - 1 . ( i ) 
We also note that if n: g I—> I FiXg (^g) I , where geG, is the permutation 
character of (G,n) with 7r=l+Z.m.%. for some irreducible characters x. of G 
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and m.eiN, then r(G,n)=(Ti,7T)^=l+S.m^ Hence, we must have 7:=!+%^+%^+% ,^ 
since r(G,n)=4. In particular , the permutation character of (G,n) is 
multiplicity-free. 
Now, if G^r, then either Hee(G) or Hey, by Theorem A of Chapter 2. 
Similarly, if G contains a graph automorphism of L, then either He«?'(G) 
or Hef , by Theorem A'. Our strategy is to consider the members of each 
class (^.(G) (or G!(G)) in turn for i= l , . . . ,8 , using the inequality (1) 
to dispose of subgroups H whose orders are too small to yield rank 4 
representations. If H belongs to y, then it will be seen that for 
n=2,...,7 either (1) does not hold or the permutation character of (G,n) 
is given in [ATLAS]. When n^ zg the permutation character 7r=l° with H 
belonging to ^ is not multiplicity-free, by [I-L-S]. 
Let G^r and define n^={UI U^V and dim(U)=m}, where V=V^(q), 
for m=l,...,n-L If Hee^(G), then H is the stabilizer of an m-subspace 
UeQ^ in the primitive permutation representation of G on 0^ for some m, 
and thus (G,n) is permutation equivalent to ( G , n j . Consequently, our 
task is to determine the ranks of ( G , n j for m=l,...,n-l. 
If U'en^ , then dim(UnU')=dim(U)+dim(U')-dim(U+U')^2m-n. Hence, 
letting A.={U'en^| dim(UnU')=i} for i=0,...,m, we have the two cases: 
(i) If m^n/2, then are the H-orbits on , and thus the 
rank of G on n is m+1; 
(ii) If m>n/2, then ,...,A are the H-orbits on n , and thus the 
\ ' 2m-n m m 
rank of G on n is n-m+1. 
m 
In both cases the transitivity of H on each H-invariant domain A. follows 
from the transitivity of PSL^(q) on the j-dimensional subspaces of the 
projective space of V (j=0,...,n-l). 
Therefore, r(G,n )=4 if and only if either m=3 or m=n-3. 
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(ep Let G contain a graph automorphism cr of PSL^(q) with n^3. 
Then cr induces a duality on (the projective space of) V interchanging 
m-subspaces U of V with (n-m)-subspaces W of V for m=l,...,n-l. 
Firstly, let us define n^={{U,W}l U^W, dim(U)=m and dim(W)=n-m} 
for m=l,...,[n/2] and consider the permutation representation of G on 
n'. We need to determine the rank of (G,n'). If n=2m, then 0'=n and, 
HI m m m 
as we have seen above, r(G,nj=m+l. Thus, we may take m<n/2. Choose 
an element a={Ug,Wg} in and define 
A,={{U,W}€nM U=Ug or W=WJ\{a} , 
A2={{U,W}enM U^5W, U^WJ\A^ , 
A^={{U,W}enM U^m, or UQ^W, , 
\={{u,w}enj u^m, . 
Then it is easily seen that the A. (i=l,...,4) are mutually disjoint 
G^-invariant domains. Moreover, if nM , then each A. (i=l,...,4) is 
non-empty, and hence r(G,n^)^5 for all m<n/2. 
However, r(G,n;)=4 when n=3. Let V=<v^,vg,v^>, U=<^^> and Wg=<v ,^v2>. 
First we show that A^  is empty. Assume {U,W}eAg, so that and U^W^. 
Therefore, U=<av^+bvg> for some a,beGF(q). If b=0, then U=<v ^>=U^, a 
contradiction; whereas if b*0, then v^eW, since v^eW, so W=<v ^ ,Vg>=Wg, 
a contradiction. Hence, A^  is empty. Now, let ^=Gnr and consider the 
^^-orbits on n^\{a}. It is readily seen that A^  is the union of two 
^^-orbits represented by {<v^>,<v^,v^>} and {<Vg>,<v ,^Vg>}. Likewise, 
A^  is the union of two e^-orbits with representatives {<vg>,<vg,v^>} 
and {<vg>,<v^,v^>}, while A^  is a single ^^-orbit with {<v^>,<vg,v^>} 
as a representative. Furthermore, gcr stabilizes a for some ge& and the 
g^-orbits on A^  and A^  merge respectively under the action of go-. Hence, 
there are exactly four G^-orbits on nj. 
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Secondly, we consider the permutation representation of G on the set 
n^'={{U,W}l V=U©W, dim(U)=m and dim(W)=n-m}, where me{l,...,[n/2]}. 
Pick a={U-,W„} in H" and define 
^ U Or m 
Ai={{U,W}€nn U=U„ or W=WJ\{a} , 
A2={{u,w}€n;'i u^^w, , 
U ^ m , or Ug^W, U:^WJ , 
\={{u,w}en;'i u^#w, . 
Then the A. (i=l,...,4) are mutually disjoint non-empty G^-invariant 
domains, and hence r(G,n^')^5 for all values of m^[n/2] and n^3. 
Therefore, if Hel?^(G), then either n=3 and H is the stabilizer of a 
pair {U,W} of subspaces of V=V^(q) satisfying dim(U)=l, dim(W)=2 and 
U^W, or n=6 and H is the stabilizer of a 3-subspace of V=V^(q). 
(Gg) Let Hee^(G). Take n=2 and consider K=Dg^q^^.feGg(PrLg(q)). 
By elementary calculations we establish from (1) using the divisibility 
of IK I by the subdegrees of PrLg(q) on the coset space PrLg(q)/K that 
the number of double cosets of K in PrLg(q) is at least five 
unless qe{4,5,7,8,9,16,32}. Thus, since r(G,G/H)=4, q must have one of 
the above values, by Lemma 4.1. Using [ATLAS] information it is easy to 
see that these cases yield no rank 4 permutation groups. 
Now, let n%3. Then (1) holds only for (n,q)=(3,2) and for some small 
values of q when k=2. In the former case one checks from [ATLAS, p. 3] 
that the rank is in fact 5. In the latter case H is the stabilizer of a 
pair {U,W} of subspaces of V with V=U®W and dim(U)=dim(W), that is 
HeG|(G), and hence the rank is at least 5, by the above. 
(Sj) Let Hee^(G). Take n=2 and let K=D2(^,j.fee^(PrL2(q)). Then 
all the cases where K and r satisfy (1) can be found in [ATLAS]. By 
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working out the permutation character in each such case (see Table 8) 
we obtain the following rank 4 representations : (PGL^CV), PGLg(7)/D^J , 
(PSL^CS), PSL^(8)/D^g) , (M^ ,^ , (PrL^(9), PrL^(9)/Z^^:Z^) , 
( P r y i 6 ) , PrL2(16)/Z^^:Zg) and (PrLg(32), PrLg(32)/Z^:Z^^) . 
When n2:3 the inequality (1) holds only for (n,q)e{(3,2),(3,3)}, 
neither of which yields rank 4 examples as can directly be seen from 
[ATLAS, pp. 3,13], and for some bounded values of q when r=2 . Let 
K=(rLJq^)/Z^^).2eG^(Aut(PSLgJq))) and consider the rank of (A,A/K) 
for m^2. For i=l,...,[m/2], [B-C, p. 8] gives K-orbits A. on A/K of sizes 
2^i(m i<m/2 and 3^2 if i=m/2. In particular, 
when m2:6 we get three distinct non-trivial K-orbits A ,^ A^  and A^  on A/K 
with 1+1A^ l + l Agl + I A^|<IA:KI. Thus, r(A,A/K)^5 for m5:6. By Theorem 
2.2 of [SeJ, the degree of an irreducible character of PSL^(q) is at 
most n."^(q'-l)/(q-l)" , and hence %(1 )^2f(n,q-l)n .(q'-1 )/(q-l)" for 
any irreducible character % of Aut(PSL^(q)). Comparing this bound with 
the index I AiKN^q"" n.||'^(q^''^-l), we see that r(A,A/K)^5 when 3^m^5, 
provided (m,q)«{(3,2),(3,3),(3,4),(4,2),(4,3),(5,2),(5,3)}. If me{4,5} and 
qe{2,3} it is easily checked that IA:KI-{1+IA^ | + | A^l} does not divide IK I. 
If m=3 and qe{2,3,4} we compute the irreducible character degrees of 
GL^(q) from the degree formula (2.2) in [01, p. 150] and find that 
There is an unfortunate misprint in [01, p. 150]. The degree formula 
(2.2) should read 
%(l)=!A/q) n (-l) ' '^,j 
v..eT 
1J 
as is evident from the degree formula in Green's fundamental paper 
[Gr, p. 444] which Olsson seeks to elucidate. 
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IA:KI-1 cannot be written as the sum of not more than three irreducible 
character degrees of Aut(PSL^(q)). Hence, when 3^m^5 we have r(A,A/K)2:5 
for all q^2. Finally, let m=2. For q^5 we deduce from Table XII of [StJ 
that 3%(1)<IA:KI-1 for any irreducible character % of Aut(PSL^(q)), so 
r(A,A/K)i5. When q=4 elementary calculations show that I A:K 1-1 cannot be 
written as the sum of not more than three divisors of IK I. Similarly, 
when q=3 it can be shown that IA:KI-1 is not expressible as the sum of 
not more than three irreducible character degrees of Aut(PSL^(3)). 
Hence, r(A,A/K)^5 also in the cases q=3 and q=4. By Lemma 4.1, we thus 
conclude that r(G,G/H)^5 when nX3, except perhaps for the case (n,q)= 
(4,2). Indeed, when n=4 and q=2 we obtain the rank 4 representations 
(Ag, Ag/(AgXA^):2) and (S*, 8/(5^x8^)) from [ATLAS, p. 22] (note that 
Ag<}L^(2)). 
(G )^ Let HeS^(G). It is easily seen that the inequality (1) does 
not hold for K=(PGL^ (q)xPGL^ (q)).f.2ee^(Aut(PSL^ ^ (q))). Hence, the 
rank of G on the cosets of H is greater than four, by Lemma 4.1. 
(Gg) Let Hee^(G). Since (1) holds for PGL2(q,^).feeg(PrL2(qg)) and 
PGL^(qg).f.2ee^(Aut(PSL^(qg))), where n^3 and q=qQ, only when r=2, we 
may take r=2 without loss of generality. First we consider the rank of 
PrLg(qg) on the cosets of PGLg(qg).f. It is well-known that PSLg(qg) is 
isomorphic to n"(q^) and PGL2(qg)=n^(qg).(2,qg-l) , the stabilizer in 
n^(q^) of a non-singular 1-space in a 4-dimensional orthogonal geometry 
(V,Q) of non-maximal Witt index over GF(qQ). Let B=f2^(qg), choose veV 
such that Q(v)=l and define A to be the B-orbit on P^(V) containing <v>, 
so that A={<w> I weV, Q(w)=l}. If q^ is odd, then the orbits of B^^ on 
A\{<v>} are 
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A(±X)={<±Av+w>l wev"^\{0}, Q(w)=l-A^} (2) 
for A€GF(q„). Hence, r(B,i)=r(PSL/q^), PSL;(q) /PGyq, ) ) . l+ l+(q , - l ) /2 . 
Now, let B=PZO^{qg)=n^(qg).f which is isomorphic to PZLg(qg). From (2) 
it is evident that S =PGL,(q„).f has at least four non-trivial orbits 
<v> 
(A(0) and A(±l) among them) on A for When qQ=5 we obtain the rank 
4 representations (PSL2(25), PSL2(25)/Sg) and (PZL2(25), PZLg(25)/Sgx2). 
(In fact, we get two inequivalent representations in each case, as can 
be seen from [ATLAS, p. 16].) When qQ=3 the rank is clearly 3. If q^ is 
even, then the orbits of ^ on A\{<v>} are 
A(\)={<w>l weV, Q(w)=l and (v,w)=X} (3) 
for AeGF(qg). Hence, r(B,A)=r(PGLg(qg), PGLg(qg)/PGL2(qg))=l+qg when 
q^ is even. Letting $=PZO^(qg) as before, we can see from (3) that 
has at least four non-trivial orbits on A for q^-S. When qQ=4 we obtain 
the rank 4 representation (PrLg(16),PrLg(16)/(AgX2).2) from [ATLAS, p.l2]. 
Finally, the rank is clearly 3 when qQ=2. 
Let n^3. By Theorem 3.4 of [Go], the number of double cosets of 
GL^(qg) in GL^(qg) is equal to C(n,qg), the number of conjugacy classes 
in GU^(qg). Hence N(n,qg), the number of double cosets of GL^(qg).f in 
rL^(qg), satisfies N(n,qg)^C(n,qg)/f; and, by Lemma 3.5 of [Go], N(n,qg) 
equals the number of double cosets of K=GL^(qg).f.2 in rL^(qg).<o'>, 
where cr is the inverse-transpose map. Further, letting Z=Z(GL^(qg)), we 
have that N*(n,qg), the number of double cosets of KZ in rL^(qg).<(r>, 
is at least N(n,qg)/IZ/ZnK I which is equal to N(n,qg)/(qg+l). Thus, by 
factoring out Z (which does not affect the number of double cosets since 
KZ contains Z) we obtain 
R:=r(Aut(PSL„(q^)), Aut(PSL„(q^))/K)=NV,q„)^C(n,q^/l(q„+l). (4) 
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It remains to find a lower bound for C(n,qg). Let (B=GL (^E) with E an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p and define c"" to be the set 
{geGl F(g)=g}, where F:(G c is a Frobenius map given by (a.pi—>(a^^)'*. 
Then (B''=GU^(qg) and Z(c)''=Z(GU^(qg)). Now, by Proposition 8.4.6 of [CaJ, 
the number of semisimple irreducible characters of GU^(qg) is (qu+l)qp'\ 
because the semisimple rank of GU^(qg) equals n-1. In addition to the 
semisimple characters GU^(qg) also has unipotent characters parametrized 
by partitions of n (see [Ca^, p. 465]). Consequently, 
C(n,q,) : (q„+l)q;'' + 2 . (5) 
Combining (4) and (5) yields 
R = (qJ'VO + 2/f(q„+l) . (6) 
It is readily seen from (6) that R>4 unless n=3 and qp=2. In this case 
we obtain from [ATLAS, p. 23] the following rank 4 representations: Three 
inequivalent representations (PSL^(4), PSLg(4)/H) , three inequivalent 
representations (PSL^(4).2, PSL^(4).2/H:2) , (PZL^(4), PZL^(4)/Hx2) , 
(PSL^(4).<(r>, PSL^(4).<(r>/H:2) and (PZL^(4).<(r>, PZL^(4).<(r>/H:2x2) , 
where H=GL^(2). 
Let Hee^(G). All cases where (1) holds are in [ATLAS], and it 
is easy to check that none of these cases yields rank 4 representations. 
Let Hee^(G). From Table 1 it is readily seen that (1) is not 
satisfied for any set of admissible values of k, n and q. 
(i?g) Let He«?g(G). An easy calculation shows that the inequality (1) 
is not satisfied by PrO^(q).2e«?g(Aut(PSL^(q))) for any pair of values 
(n,q) with nq odd. Next consider orthogonal subgroups of even dimension 
and odd characteristic. Since PGOg(q)=Dg^q_^^ for all q, we have by our 
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previous work that PrO*(q) and PrO^(q) are just and e^-subgroups of 
PrLg(q), respectively. When nM it can be shown that (1) holds for 
PrO~(q).2et?g(Aut(PSL^(q))) only if (n,q)=(4,3). But in this case we can 
see from the character table of PSL^(3) [ATLAS, p. 68] that the rank of 
Aut(PSL^(3)) on the cosets of PGO^(3).2 exceeds 4. Hence, the orthogonal 
subgroups do not give rise to new rank 4 representations. 
Now, let q=qg and consider the unitary subgroups PGU^(qg) of PGL^(q). 
We may take ns3, since PGUg(qJ=PGLg(qg) and so PGUg(qg) is a G^-subgroup 
of PGLg(q). Let Z=Z(GL^(q)) and denote the number of conjugacy classes 
in PGL^(qg) by C(n,qg). By Lemma 1.6 of [Go], the number of double cosets 
of GU^(qg)Z in GL^(q) is equal to C(n,qg). Furthermore, by Lemma 1.5 of 
[Go], the number of double cosets of ru^(qg) in rL^(q) is at least 
C(n,q|j)/(f/2). Thus N(n,qg), the number of double cosets of Pru^(qg).2 in 
Aut(PSL^(q)), satisfies 
N(n,q„)iC(n,q„)/f. (7) 
To estimate C(n,qg) we use [CaJ. Let G=GL^(E) as above and F:G —> G 
be a Frobenius map defined by (a.pi—>(a^p. Then Z(G)''=Z(GL^(qu)) and 
iG^sGL^(qg). By Proposition 8.4.6 of [CaJ, the number of semisimple 
irreducible characters of GL^(qg) equals (qg-l)qg'\ Moreover, GL^(qg) 
possesses unipotent characters parametrized by partitions of n (see 
[Ca^, p. 465]), and hence 
C(n,qo)>qJ'\ (8) 
Combining (7) and (8) we get 
N(n,qQ)>qJ"Vf- (9) 
It is readily seen that (9) gives N(n,qg)>4 for all (n,qg)9t(3,2). If 
(n,qg)=(3,2) one can check from [ATLAS, pp. 23,24] that the rank of 
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Aut(PSL^(4)) on the cosets of PrU^(2).2=3^:2S^x2 is equal to 5. Hence, the 
unitary subgroups do not yield new rank 4 representations either. 
Lastly, assume that H is a symplectic subgroup of G. We may take nM, 
since PSpg(q)=PSLg(q). When n=4 we have that Pn^(q)3G^PrO^(q), because 
PSL^(q)=Pn*(q), and H is the stabilizer in G of a non-singular 1-space in 
a 6-dimensional orthogonal space (V,Q) of maximal Witt index over GF(q) 
(recall n^(q)=PSp^(q) for all q). Let ^=GnPO^(q)^Pn^(q), choose veV such 
that Q(v)=l and denote <v>^={<w> I weV, Q(w)=l} by A. If q is odd, then 
the orbits of ^ on A\{<v>} are 
A(±A)={<±Av+w>l \vev^\{0}, Q(w)=l-A^} 
for AeGF(q). Thus, r(G,A)=r(G,G/H)=l+l+(q-l)/2 for G^PO^(q). However, 
if G contains an element of PGO*(q)\PO*(q), then G is transitive on the 
set Q of all non-singular 1-spaces of V, and G acts imprimitively on n 
with A={<w> I weV, Q(w) is square} and A'={<w> I weV, Q(w) is non-square} 
furnishing a system of imprimitivity. Now, consider G=^.«p>, where # i s a 
field automorphism of Pn^(q) and Pn^(q)^&^PO^(q). In this case <v>''=A, 
and the A(±A)'s merge under the action of (p as 
A(±X)<^=A(±(Xa)) , where a is the automorphism of GF(q) inducing <p. 
Hence, when q is odd G has a primitive rank 4 permutation representation 
on the cosets of H if and only if q=5 and G:£P0^(5); for example, 
r(PQ^(5), Pn^(5)/PSp^(5))=4. If q is even, then <v>^=A=n and the orbits 
of on n\{<v>} are 
A(A)={<w>l WGV, Q(W)=1 and (v,w)=A} 
for XeGF(q). Thus, r(G,n)=r(G,G/H)=l+q for G^PO*(q). Furthermore, the 
A(X)'s merge as A(A,)0=A(A.a) under the action of a field automorphism <p. 
Hence, when q is even G has a primitive rank 4 permutation representation 
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on the cosets of H if and only if q=4 and G contains a field automorphism 
of Pn^(4); for example, r(Pn^(4).«^>, Pf2^(4).<(^>/Sp^(4).2)=4. 
Let S=SpgJq) with m^3. It has been shown by R. Gow (as reported in 
a lecture to the Irish Mathematical Society in 1983) that each double 
coset SxS of S in GL^Jq) contains an element x of the form 
X = 
K 0 1 
where xeGLJq), and SxS=SyS if and only if x is conjugate to y in GLjj^ q). 
Thus, the number of double cosets of Sp^Jq) in GL^Jq) equals C(m,q), 
the number of conjugacy classes in GLJq). Denoting the number of double 
cosets of PrSpgJq).2 in Aut(PSLgJq)) by N(m,q), it follows that 
N(m,q) ^ C(m,q)/2f(2,q-l)(q-l) > q'""V2f(2,q-l) , (10) 
since C(m,q)>(q-l)q"' ^ from p. 105 above. By (10), we have that N(m,q)>4 
unless (m,q) is (3,2) or (3,3). To deal with these cases we note that two 
elements of GLJq) which are not conjugate in GLJq).<o->, where cr is the 
inverse-transpose map, give rise to distinct double cosets of Spgjq).<cr> 
in GLgJq).<(r>. Now, according to [ATLAS, p. 3] there are exactly six 
conjugacy classes in GL^(2) two of which merge under the action of cr. 
Hence, N(3,2)=5. Similarly, we can see from [ATLAS, p. 13] that the 
elements of GL^(3) fall into eighteen conjugacy classes in GL^(3).<(r>. 
Consequently, the number of double cosets of PSp^(3).<(r> in Aut(PSL^(3)) 
is eighteen, and so N(3,3)2:18/4>4. We have thus shown that the symplectic 
subgroups do not yield rank 4 representations when n^6. 
(y) Let Hey. For n=2,...,7 it is easy to check using Table 7 that all 
the cases where (1) holds are in [ATLAS]. Among these cases we have the 
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two inequivalent rank 4 representations (PSLg(19), PSL2(19)/Ag). When n^S 
the permutation character 1° is not multiplicity-free, by Theorem 1 of 
[I-L-S], and hence r(G,G/H)s:6. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Remark. While this chapter was in preparation it was brought to the 
author's attention that part I of Hans Cuypers's Ph.D. thesis, "Geometries 
and permutation groups of small rank" (University of Utrecht, 1989), 
essentially contains the results of Theorem 4. The work presented here is 
independent of his thesis. 
Appendix. Subdegrees and character degrees 
We finish by listing the subdegrees and the degrees of the irreducible 
constituents of the permutation characters of each of the primitive rank 4 
permutation representations given in Theorem 4. 
In Case (1), by Corollary 3.2 of [Ja], the non-trivial subdegrees are 
1 [ "/ ] , C 2 ] , • [ V ] q [ 1 ] , 'he non-principal 
character degrees arc [ - 1 , [ ^ [ J and [ ^ ^ , 
by Theorem 13.3 of [Ja]. 
In Case (2i) we have, by the above, that the non-trivial subdegrees are 
q(q^+q+l)^ , q^(qVq+l)^ , q ' and the non-principal character degrees are 
(qVqVq^+q^+q) , q^(qVq^+l)(q^+q+l) , q^(qVq^+q^+q+l)(q^-q+l). 
In Case (2ii) the non-trivial subdegrees are 2q, 2q^ and q^, by Case 
(iv) of the Proof of Theorem 3.2 in [B-C]; and we deduce from Table VIII 
of [StJ that the non-principal character degrees are q(q+l) , q(q+l) 
and q^. 
In Case (3) the non-trivial subdegrees and non-principal character 
degrees are given in Table 8, where the numbers refer to those in Table 6. 
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Table 8 
Subdegrees Character degrees 
1 4 , 8 , 8 6, 6, 8 
2 9 , 9 , 9 9 , 9 , 9 
3-4 5, 10, 20 9, 10, 16 
5 17, 34, 68 17, 34, 68 
6 12, 15, 40 16, 17, 34 
7 6, 20, 30 18, 18, 20 
8-9 10, 24, 30 13, 25, 26 
10 165, 165, 165 165, 165, 165 
11-12 10, 15, 30 7, 20, 28 
13-17 21, 42, 56 20, 35, 64 
18-19 255, 272, 480 272, 357, 378 
20 325, 600, 624 403, 496, 650 
The subdegrees have been determined using obvious arithmetic conditions 
with results from [B-C-N] and [Ne] (in Cases 1-10), Theorem 30.1(C) of 
[Wi] (in Cases 13-17) and the proof of Proposition 2 of [L-P-S^] (in Cases 
18-20). The character degrees can be found in [ATLAS] in Cases 1-17, and 
can easily be worked out using Table XII of [StJ in Cases 18-20. Finally, 
the number c of conjugacy classes of the point stabilizer H in G is given 
in [ATLAS] (in Cases 1-17) and in Table 3.5.A of [K-L] (in Cases 18-20). 
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